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On the Multiplicative Complexity of 
the Discrete Fourier Transform 
S. W~NOGRAD 
i%Iost results in multiplicative complexity assume that the functions to be 
computed are in the field of constants extended by indeterminates, that is, the 
variables satisfy no algebraic relation. In this paper we extend some of the known 
results to the case that some of the variables do satisfy some aIgebraic relations. 
We then apply these results to obtaining a Iower bound on the multiplicative 
complexity of the Discrete Fourier Transform. In the special case of computing 
the Discrete Fourier Transform of a prime number of points, the lower bound 
is actually attainable. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a field, (x0 , x1 ,..., x,-i} and {y,, , yr ,..,, JJ,+~} two sets of indeter- 
minates, and let P(u) be a manic polynomial of degree n with coefficients in G. 
Denote by A(u) the polynomial R(u) = ~~~~ xiui by S(u) the polynomia1 
S(U) = ~~~~~y$ and by C(P) the set of coefficients of the polynomial 
T(u) = R(u) . S(U) mod P(U). The multiplicative complexity of C(P) was 
studied in [l] and [2]. It was shown that if P is irreducible, or even a power of 
an irreducible polynomial, the minimum number of multiplications needed to 
compute C(P) is 2n - 1. The more general case of simultaneously computing 
the set C(P,) u C(P,) u 1.. u C(P,) was also considered in [I]. I f  each of the 
polynomials Pi is a power of an irreducible polynomial, and the coefficients of 
all the Ri’s and S,‘s are distinct indeterminates, then the minimum number 
of multiplications needed to compute C(P,) u C(P,) u ... u C(P,) is 
zj_, (2 dcg(P,) - 1). Moreover, every aIgorithm which uses the minimum 
number of multiplications necessarily computes each C(.PJ separately. In 
case P is not a power of an irreducible polynomial, then P can be written as 
P = n:=, Pi where each l’, is a power of an irreducible polynomial, and 
(Pi , Pj) = I for i #j, As a consequence of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
computing C(P) is equivalent to computing C(P, u C(P,) u ... w C(P,), and 
therefore the minimum number of multiplications needed to compute C(P) 
is2degP-!. 
These results were used in [3] to obtain a new algorithm for computing the 
Discrete Fourier Transform. One of the steps in obtaining the new algorithm 
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dealt with the computation of the Discrete Fourier Transform of p points, 
where p is a prime number. In this case computing the Discrete Fourier 
Transform is tantamount to computing the cyclic convolution of two (p - 1) 
dimensional vectors, The first vector has as entries some powers of w (ZO = ezni’“) 
and the second, the set of points to be transformed. Since computing the cyclic 
convolution of two 7~ dimensional vectors (with indeterminates entries) is the 
same as computing C(ZP - l), the results of [I] were used to obtain the new 
algorithm. 
However, the proof of the minimality of the number of multiplications given 
in [l] assumed that the coefficients of R[u) and S(B) are indeterminates, i.e., 
they satisfy no aIgebraic relation. When we compute the Discrete Fourier 
Transform of a prime number of points, the coefficients of R(u) are powers of 
the pth root of unity, and therefore satisfy algebraic relations, The reader’s 
attention is called to the FFT [4] where algebraic reIations are heavily used to 
derive the algorithm. (It should be pointed out that FFT does not deal with 
the Discrete Fourier Transform of a prime number of points.) 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of [l] to the case where the 
coefficients of R(u) may satisfy algebraic relations. The main result of the 
paper is a derivation of a lower bound on the number of multiplications needed 
to compute C(P,) u C(P,) u I-- u C(P,), where each Pi is an irreducible 
polynomial, and the coefficients of the &(u) may satisfy algebraic relations. 
In the next section we will give the definitions and some prehminary results, 
in the following section we will prove the main result, and in Section IV, we 
will apply the results to the problem of computing the Discrete Fourier 
Transform. 
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
To indicate the scope of the results we will start with the definition of the 
computational process under consideration. The definition given here was 
first given in [S]. 
Let G be a field of constants (in most applications, G is the field Q of rational 
numbers). Let F 2 G be a field which includes G, and let (yr , ys ,..., y,,} be a 
set of indeterminates. Denote by H the field H = F(y, , yz ,.*., y,J. The objects 
to be computed are #r , 4, ,.,., $t where & E H (i = 1, 2 ,..., t). To start the 
computation, we assume we are given a set 3 C H called a base, We demand, 
of course, that the 4’s will be elements of the field generated by B. (We will 
usually assume that B =Pu (yl ,ys ,..,, y,].) The algorithm starts from the 
elements of B and computes new elements of H by using the field operations. 
More precisely: 
DEFINITION 1. An algorithm & over a base set B is a finite sequence of 
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elements (steps of the agorithm) h, , h, ,..., h, such that each hj is either an 
eIement of B or hi = h, 0 h, where k, l <j and 0 is one of the field operations. 
The algorithm is said to compute $I , & ,..., & if for each i (; = l! 2 ,.,., t) 
there exists aj (1 <j < s) such that #p = hj . 
Intuitively speaking, each step in the algorithm either “caIls on” an element 
of the base set or else performs a field operation on previously computed entities. 
In this paper we will consider the number of multiplications/divisions, 
denoted m/d, which are necessary to perform the computation. The following 
two definitions make this notion precise. 
~XINITION 2. Let ..B? he an algorithm over a base set B. A step hj E .d is 
an essential multipl~cateonldiviion ste? (an m/d step) if none of the following 
holds: 
(1) hj&B 
(2) hj = A,< 4 h, for some k, E <j 
(3) h, -7 h,C . h, f  or some k, E < j such that either h,C E G or la, E G 
(4) hj :I= h, : hl for some k, 1 < j such that h, E G. 
That is, an m/d step of the algorithm .d is a step that could only have been 
obtained by multiplying two previous steps none of which is in G or by dividing 
two previous steps where the divisor is not in G. 
I~EFINITICN 3. Let xl be an algorithm over B. We denote by I the 
number of m/d steps in a/. For a set of elements I,$, I& ,..., & E H, WC define 
the multipEicativeco~plexity of #, , & ,..., lbt (over B) denoted bypB($, , lb, ,..., 4)) 
3s /‘a(& , $2 ,..., #t) -z mind ~(2;‘)~ where .d ranges over all algorithms over B 
which compute 4, , z& ,..., t,!q . In the case where B =F u (y, ,..., m> we will 
drop the reference to B and denote the multiplicative complexity of c,$ , & ,..., it 
by P(4”, t i:! ,‘.-> $4). 
Remark 1. An clement IJ t JZ satisfies &#) = 0 if and only if J/ E&(B), 
the linear span (over G) of the base set B. If  (& , &, ,..., $J and {c+$ ,& ,..., $[) 
satisfy& - & E&(B), (i = I, 2 ,..., t), then ~a($~ , & ,..., #J -7 CL~(& , $z ,..., &); 
that is, they have the same multiplicative complexity. 
In view of Kernark 1 we want to identify two elements of f1 if their difference 
Iies in L,(B). I f  we view If as a vector space over G, it is natural to consider 
the quantities 4, tc~ be computed as (representative of) elements in the quotient 
SpX C’ -L H/L,(B). We will use Y to denote the natural homomorphism 
P: TT4 ET, 
Remark 2. Let .d be an algorithm over a base set B and J the set of indicesj 
such that hj is an m/d step. Let J(T(;) denote the set 1 n {l, 2,..., i). For each 
step i of the algorithm, h, belongs to L,(B u UjrJ(i) h,) the linear space (over G) 
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of B and all the m/d steps not subsequent to hi . Put differently, 
I ~~~~~~~~~~~ I). In particular, if d computes &, I,$ ,,.., lClt then for 
each i = 1, 2,..., t, ef4) ~-wU,EJ f4W)* 
The idea of the proof of the first lemma is due to L. Auslander. 
LEMMA 1. Let $I $L,(B) (i.e., r(z,Q # 0). For every algorithm &’ over B 
which computes {& ,... , #J there exists ara algorithm ..N over B’ = B v ($J 
computing {#1 , . . . , &} such that p(d’) < p(d) - 1. Moreooer, pB , (#1 ,.,., &) < 
p&1 ,..-> Pt) - 1. 
Proof. Since & computes {h ,..., I,$], by Remark 2, ~(4~) EL,J.& r&)). 
Let s be the smallest integer such that r(&) EL,$J~~,(~) r(h,)). Since r(&) fi 0 
then s > 1. Using the minimality of s we obtain that h, is an m/d step and that 
4hs) ~W(A) u Uwts-x) 6))- Th a is, h, can be expressed as a linear com- t 
bination (with coefficients in G) of some elements of B, I,$ , and the m/d steps 
preceding h,$ . Viewing ,& as an algorithm over B’ we modify it to an algorithm 
J# over B’ by replacing h, by a sequence of non m/d steps which compute h, 
as this linear combination. By construction &’ has at least one m/d step fewer 
than .d. To prove the second half of the lemma we choose & such that 
PW) = PBh4 I...9 44 
Repeated applications of Lemma 1 yields: 
COROLLARY 1. Let r(&),..., I(&,) be Zinearly independent. For every algorithm 
A? over B computing {& ,..., &) there exists an algorithm &’ over B’ = 
B v {I)~ ,..., 4,) computing {& ,,.., I,$) such that p(&‘) < p(d) - k. Moreower, 
If wl)v-~ eh)~ are linearly dependent, we can choose a lineurly independent 
subset and e”xpress the rest as linear combinations (with coeflcients in G) of the 
linearly independent ones. We thus obtain 
COROLLARY 2. For every algorithm d over 3 computing {& ,,.., &) there 
exists an algorithm &’ over B’ = B v  ($l ,, .., &I computing {& ,..., &}, such 
that ~(&“) < p(y”B) - d(k) where d(k) is the dimension of LG(r(&),..., r(#&). 
Moreover, CL~(#~ ,..., $4 < FLB($~ ,..., A) - 44 
In particular, if we take k = t then {#I ,,.,, &) C B’, and therefore by Remark 1, 
w(?b I**** I,&) = 0. We thus obtaila a corolkzry, jirst proved irz [6] for the case 
B =Fu CA ,yz r..vynl: 
COROLLARY 3, Let d be the dimasion ofLc(r(lFI1), r(&),..., r(&)) then 
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In the proof of Lemma 1 we “simulated” the m/d step h, by a sequence of non m/d 
steps when we enlarged B to B’, and thus obtained a relation between the multiplica- 
tive complexity of (y$ ,-., $t) over the two base sets B and B’. The nezt Lemma 
yields another relation between the multiplicative complexity of two base sets. 
Before stating the lemma we need to deJine a concatenation of two algorithm. 
DEFINITIOX 4. Let JP’ = (h, , h, ,..., h,) and .d’ = (k, , k, ,..,, k,) be two 
algorithms over B. The algorithm (d, M) called the concatenat on of& and &’ 
is the algorithm f&, &‘) - (IQ , h, ,..., iz, , IQ, k, ,..., K,)+, where the dagger 
indicates that we delete any Ki which is equal to some hj, 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a fimite subset of B, B’ = B - C, and let C be in the 
field generated by 3’. For every algorithm A@ over B which computes {& ,..., $1] 
there exists an algorithm a!’ over B’ which computes {#1 ,..., &} and such that: 
(1) J$+’ = (A?‘, d) where .d” is an algorithm over B’ which computes C. 
(2) P&q = Pw? + PW9). 
Hence, pB(& ,..., $4) .G PB(C) + d4Jl t--v> A)* 
Proof, Since ,d” is an algorithm over B’ it is a-forteiori an algorithm of B. 
so .d’ == (,&, d) ( as an algorithm over B) computes {& ,..., $2. But if any 
step of .d was in C it was deleted in the formation of (M’, &) by the dagger 
operation. Thus .d’ is also an algorithm over B’. The second condition on &’ 
follows from the observation that every m/d step of &’ is either an mjd step 
of .d” or of ~2. The second part of the lemma follows by choosing & such 
that p(&“‘) = &C). 
combining Lemma 2 and Corollaries 1 and 3 we obtain: 
LEMW 3. ht l(z,bl), Y&2) ,..., r($,J be linear& independent, and such that 
each & (i = 1,2,..., k) satisjies f+,(tii) = I then for every algorithm .&’ computing 
ic 1 ,..., &) with the property that a(&‘) = pD(& ,..., &> there exists an algorithm 
d over B suck that: 
( 1) The ,/irst k m/d steps of ..d compute $I , & , . . . . Qk . 
(2) PW’) = PB(?hl I’-*> A). 
Proof. We now wish to apply Lemma 1. Just to keep the notation confusing, 
we take B in Lemma 2 as B’ -2 B u (& ,..., $J~}, C in Lemma 2 as ($t , +z ,..., #$) 
and B’ of Lemma 2 as B. Lemma 2 then implies that for every algorithm A? 
(over R) computing (z,$ ,,.., #k} and for every algorithm .d” over B’ = 
B u {$r , $+ ,..., &} computing {& , #z ,..., t,!+) that the algorithm .d = (~8, .PZ”) 
satisfies the first part of the lemma. In particular, if we choose ~2’ such that 
~(&‘) = ~~(4~ ,..., JJ~) and .d” such that p(-&“) = ~~(t,!~t , $s ,..., I/~) then 
fz@‘) -c I-+&$ ,..., $J,,.) f  w(#, ,..., A) G t+(& ,.,., $3 t pB(v$ ,--, &) - k (the 
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last inequality follows from Corollary 1). By Corollary 3 ~*a(& , #s ,..., &J > 8, 
and by the assumption that &I,$) = 1 (; = 1, 2,..., k) we have that 
ps(#r ,..., &) < K, and therefore &#i ,..,, I&) = k. We thus obtain that 
P&4 G PBh4 9..-> &). But & is an algorithm over 3 which computes I,/J~ ,..., & 
and therefore the inequality must be an equality. This proves that ~2 satisfies 
condition 2 as well. 
This lemma was first proved in [7] in the special case that F = G(x, ,..., xm) 
(the 4’s are indeterminates), and each $i is a bilinear form of the xi’s and yj’se 
The results derived so far are for an arbitrary base set B. The results which 
follow are proved in the special case that B =F U {yl ,..., y,]. For the rest of 
the papm we wiZl auurne that B = F U {yl ,..., yJ. In this case L,(B) is the 
totality of all elements of the formf + CrZ1 giyi as f  ranges over F and the gi’s 
over G. 
A concept which will prove useful in the next section is that of a substitution. 
Intuitively speaking, we substitute an element of L,(B) for every occurrence 
of yi in an aIgorithm, and thus obtain a new algorithm. The multiplicative 
complexity of the quantities computed by this new algorithm may be easier to 
estimate. Since the processof computation may involve division, special care 
has to be taken that we do not divide by 0. 
DEFINITION 5. A substitution is a mapping ~1: {yl ,..., yyI} +&(B), that is, 
a is a mapping satisfying (Y(JJJ =fi + r]T=i g,,iyi where fi GF and g,,j E G. 
This mapping can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism c: F[y, ,..., yn] -+ 
FLY, ,..., yJ, which leaves everyf EF fixed. (Note that Z leaves L,(F) invariant.) 
We can further extend G to a partial mapping CL*: F(y, ,..., y*) -+F(y, ,..,, yn) 
defined by a*(@) = &(a)/&(b) (a, b EF[Y~ ,..., ypl] whenever G(b) # 0. 
DEFINITION 6. A substitution IY is said to be a specialization ofyk if a(~,,) = yj 
for j # K, and c~(yJ =f + ziEI g,y, for some f~ F, gi E G, where 
I = {l, 2,..., n} - jk}. A substitution a is said to be a specialization if 01 is a 
specialization of yk for some k. 
DEFINITION 7. A substitution cr is said to be compatible with an algorithm d 
if every step of J&’ is in the domain of (y. *, A substitution 01 is said to be compatible 
with {+I ,..., $3 f  t i i is compatible with some algorithm &’ computing {$, ,..., &} 
such that ~(.Jz?) = ~(4~ ,..., &). (In particular, it follows that $i ,..., & are all 
in the domain of LX*.) 
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Proof. Let JZI be the algorithm of the lemma. Since B = F u {yl ,..., y,}, 
then h, E B if and only if h, = yj for somej or h, -f for somef E F. Replacing 
each step A, of +CIJ by the sequence of non nz/d steps computing a*(h,), and 
replacing each step h,? = h, 0 h, (k, 1 < s), where 0 is one of the fieId operations, 
by CL*@,) y.- a*(&) o Al*, we obtain the algorithm .d’, which computes 
OL*(/Z,J for every h, E .ry’. In particular .r/’ computes {a:*(#,)*..., E*(#~)). The 
only m/d steps of ,d’ are those obtained as replacements of m/d steps of .r9. 
(It should be emphasized that a replacement of an rrajd step of ~9 is not necessarily 
an m/d step of M, but that a replacement of non-m/d steps of .r/ must contain 
only non-m/d steps of =ni’.) Therefore &ii”) :e:.: /J(J~), ‘The second half of the 
kmma is proved by choosing .d such that ~(.:1) f&4 ?.‘., Ji4). 
LEMMA 5. Let a: Zle a substitution compatible with (+I ,..., &I- such that 
I” EL,(B) JOY i = 1, L..., k. TJWZ ~Lsb*hh+d,..., a*&)) d /+z(& ,..., ~$1 - 
d(K), where d(K) is the dimension ofLc,(r(il),..., 7.(4,;)). 
PYOO~. By assumption CY is compatible with an algorithm ,d computing 
64 r ,,.., Q!J,} such that p(.d) = ccB($r ,,.., $J. By Corollary 2 there exists an 
algorithm (over B’ = B U ($1 ,..., c,!J,~]-) such that p(M) :< &$r ,..., &) ~ d(h). 
An examination of the construction of Lemma 1 which leads to .d’ shows 
that since all the steps of .d arc in the domain of 01* so arc all the steps of ~2’. 
We apply the construction of Lemma 4 to J’, which is possible because 
a*( &.) tLG(B) for i I,2 ,.,., k, so a*(E) CL,(B). The resulting algorithm 
.cJ” is over B, and since ~(JY”‘) < p(.&), we have proved the Iemma. 
A special situation arises when the I,$ , z,!J~ ,,.., Z/J~, are of the special form 
Gi = fi . y  (i = 1, 2 ,..., k), where fi EF and 4’ E (yr , “~a ,..., y,). The following 
lemma guarantees the existence of a substitution (in fact a specialization) 
CL which satisfies the condition of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Let G have infznirei$ many elements. If  Q!J~ -f6 . y, fz E F, 
y  E (-1 . ..., yfn) (i = 1, 2,..., h) tl zen there exists a specialization LY of y  compatible 
with {4”r , & ,..., &) such that /~~(~*(ljl~~, ,) ,..., a*(~$)) G ~n($l , $2 ,...I 4,) - d(k) 
where d(h) is tlze dimension ofL,;(~(z,b~),,,., Y(&.)). 
F’roof. IVe may with no loss of generality assume p =yx . Let .c/ be an 
algorithm computing ($r , JI, ,..., /Q]. such that P(.c~) = ~(4, ,..., 4/‘J. Every 
step hi of .d can be written as h, = ai/bi where ai, hi EF[~, ,,.., yn] = 
F[J,, ,..., JJJ[JJJ. As & has finitely many steps, and since every 11~ (viewed as 
a poIynomia1 in yr) has finitely many roots in F[y, ,...1 y,J, there are only a 
finite set X of elements of F[ye ,..., yn] w ic are roots of some 6, . Because G ,h h 
has infinitely many elements, there exists a g E G such that g $ X. Let 01 be a 
specialization of y  == yr defined by a(~~) : g, c~(y?) = yi for i f  1. By construc- 
tion, 01 is compatible with {#( ,..., &) and a*(#i) : fj . g EL,(B) for i -: 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Applying Lemma 5 to this a: we. obtain the desired result. 
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Remark 3. We can repIace y  in Lemma 6 by any non-zero element z of 
Lml ?.‘.I y,)). In this case, a can be chosen to be a specialization of any yi 
which has a non-zero coefficient in x. 
The following lemma guarantees the existence of a substitution which reduce-s 
the multiplicative complexity by at least 1. Moreover, it assures us that this 
substitution is a specialization, 
LEMMA 7. Let G have injiniterj many elements, and let {$1 ,..., $J be such 
that &,4 >.a., (Gt) 2 1. There exists a specialization iy. compatible with 
Proof. Let .ti be an algorithm for computing {& , & ,..,, #J satisfying 
A4 = PBWl ?‘**I z,&). Let h, be the first m/d step of z&‘+ By Remark 1, every 
step hK of &’ for k < s is in L,(B) and therefore is of the form f  + Cyclgiyl . 
As h, is an m/d step, it can be written as either h, = A, . h, (k, k < s) or 
h, = hk : h, (k, I < s). Let h, = f $- zr=, g,y, and h, = f' + ~~=, giyi . 
Since h, is an m/d step either h, $ F, or if h, EF then h, $ F. Assume h, .$F, 
(If hl E F then h,: #F and the same argument applies.) Let y  be any of the ys’s 
which has a non-zero coefficient in h, . Assume y  = y1 . For each g E G there 
exists a specialization 01 of y1 such that g,cr(y,) = g - f’ - Cy=, g,lyi , and 
a(yr) = yj , j = 2 ,..,, n. 
Assume g E G is chosen so that the a so constructed is compatible with XX. 
Applying the construction of Lemma 4 to J&’ we obtain an algorithm s4’. 
Every non-m/d step of & remains a non-m/d step of &‘. In addition, the step 
h, of & becomes cc*(hJ = “*(he) *g EL,(B), so &” has at least one m/d step 
fewer than d. Consequently, ~~(or*(#,),..., a*(#t)) < p(-cP’) < c((&) - 1 = 
PBWI I’“, 9%) ~ 1. 
To finish this proof, we have to show the existence of an ti compatible with .d. 
As in the proof of Lemma 6, we write each step hi of ~2 as hi = at/hi where 
ai , bi EF[A ,*‘*I Ynl =F[y, ,*‘.I r,][rJ. The set X of elements of F[y, ,,.., y,] 
which are roots of some bc is finite, and, since G has infinitely many elements 
there exists a g E G such that (g - f' - Cy=, giyi)/gll is not an element of X. 
Therefore the a constructed using this g is compatible with &‘. This proves 
the lemma. 
Of special interest are the elements & E H which are linear in the yj’s. That 
is, the elements to be computed are & = xyG1fi,jyj, for some fi,j EF. We 
denote by fi E Fm the vector whose components are fi,, ,fi,e ,..., fia, ; and by y  
the vector whose components are y1 , y3 ,..., yR . We denote & by (fi , y). 
Let +1 = (fi , y) and & = (f2 , y) be such that fi - fi f  G”. Since B = 
F u (~1 I..., y,,J it follows that ~(4, - &) = 0. In fact, r(& - $J = 0 if and 
only if fi - fZ E Gn. This observation motivates our viewing F as a vector 
space over G, and defining F as the quotient space F = F/G. We will use p to 
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denote the natural homomorphism p: F -F. The mapping p can be extended 
in a natural way to a homomorphism Fn’ -pm for every na. By abuse of notation, 
we will also use p to denote this extended mapping. 
Remark 4. If  I,!I~ = (fi , y), i = 1, 2 ,..., 1 then the dimension of L,(r($,) ,..., 
r(&)) is the same as the dimension of L,(p(f,),..., p(fr)). 
T~FINITION 8. Let CY be the substitution ti(yi) m-fi + ~~=igi,;~j . ‘l’he 
honlogeneoas part of a! is the substitution cy’ defined by a’(~?~) y  Cjrl gi,jyj . 
I f  a: -- a’ then LY is called homogeneous. 
Remark 5. Let $i : (fi , y), i .:z 1,2 ,,.., t and let DL and j? be two substitu- 
tions with the same homogeneous parts then ~(a*(&)) = @*({I~)). Consequently 
the choice of g t G in the proofs of Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, which does not 
affect the homogeneous part of the oi, does not affect the multiplicative com- 
plexity of the E*(~$s. 
ld~~~~~ 8. Let F have d?$inite@ many elements, then for every homogeneous 
substitution LY. there exists a substitution p whose homogeneous part is cr, such that /3 
is compatible with {& ,..,, $J. 
Pro~$ Let .d he an algorithm (h, , h, ,..., II,) which computes {#L , #+ ,..., &(; 
and such that p(d) := ~~(4~ ,..., &). Let hi y  ~,/b~, ai , 6, EF[~, ,..., y,]. We 
want to show that there exists a substitution /3 whose homogeneous part is a: 
such that p*(bi) + 0 for i z I, 2,..., s. The following lemma implies the 
existence of such a /!I. 
LETV~IA 8’. LetF be afield, F’ a subset ofF with in$n’te card laal ty, (ur ,..., ,vn} 
and -[z, ,..., q,,> two sets of d stinct indetermina~e~, and {b, , b, ,..., bL} a finite set 
of non-zero elements of F[yl ,..., y,,]. Let 01 be a mapping iy: (y, ,...,yJ + 
F(s, ,.r., q,,) which is extended to a mapping a: F[y, ,..., yn] -FF(z, ,..., z,,) 
leaving every .f F F $xed. There exists a mapping 8: (~1~ , . . . , yn) + F(z, , . . . , unlll) 
such that for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, /3( yi) - c~(yJ E F’, and /?(bj) ,‘: 0, j = 1, 2 ,.,., t. 
Proof. Let n be the number of yi’s, We will prove the lemma by induction 
on n. If  n = 1 each bj is a polynomial in pi with coefficients in F. (Note that 
if hj is constant then it is not zero.) Theretore bj has only a finite number of 
roots. Consequently, the set X of all roots of all the bj’s is finite and there 
exists an f~ F’ such that a(yl) + f$ *Y. Th e mapping /3(y,) := c~(y,) -I- f  
satisfies the condition of the lemma. Assume the lemma proved for 12 .< k, 
we will prove it for n = k + I. Since F[y, ,...,- vk+,] = F[y, ,..., yJ[yri J 
every bj is a polynomial iny,,, with coefficients inF[y, ,..., vi;]. Let J C (I, 2,..., t> 
be the set of indicesj such that bj E F[y, ,..., yJ, and {cr , c, ,..., c,?} C F[J, ,..., .v~] 
be the set of leading coefficients of the hi’s forj $ J. Denoting by Al’ the restriction 
of (Y to {yr ,..., v,,) then by induction hypothesis there exists ,6’ such that 
,F(y;) - iy’(y;) E F’ for i = 1, 2,..., k and such that p(~;) m/ 0 for j F J 
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and F(Q) # 0 for j = 1, 2,..., S. p can be extended to a mapping 
8’: F[Y,,llL?5 ,‘*‘I xl -+J’b, ,--, ~,lh+J leavk~,+~ fixed. Let (4 , h ,-., &I 
be the images of (b; , b; ,..., bi} under 8’. By the same argument as before there 
exists OFF’ such that CL(Y,& +-f is not a root of any bi (j = I, 2,..., t). The 
mapping /3, defined by /3(yJ = /3’(-~~), P(Y~+~) = a(yn+J + f’ satisfies the 
conclusion of the lemma. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 8, let y be the isomorphism y: F[y, ,..., rpl] + 
F[% ,‘.fl z,] which leaves everyfEFfixed and maps eachy, into zj (j = 1,2,..., n). 
Choose CL~ in Lemma 8’ as ~a, then by Lemma 8’ there exists a & such that 
A(Yj) - ~(JJ~) EF and pl(bi) + 0, i = 1, 2,..., s. The mapping /3 = r-l,& 
satisfies the condition of Lemma 8. 
COROLLARY 4. Let F have irzjinitetely many elements, and let I/? = (fi , y) 
(i = 1, 2 ).,.) t). L e oc be a substitutiola such that the matrix (gd,j) defining its t 
homogeneous part is invertible, Then there exists a substitution #I whose homogeneous 
part is defined by (gi~j)-l, and consequently r(/3*a*(4)i)) = Y($[). Therefore, 
PBB(~+(!hb> ~*(49)) = Pdh I-*-* A)* 
In this paper we are considering algorithms which include the operation of 
division. The inclusion of division affected some of the results which would 
have be strengthened otherwise. We indicate the nature of these resuIts. 
DEFINITION 1’. Let G be a field, F a ring (with identity) which includes G, 
and let H =F[y, ,...,y,]. Let B be a subset of H. A division-free algorithm ~2 
is a finite sequence (h, , h, ,..., h,) of eIements of H, which are calIed steps of d, 
such that for each hi either hi E B or ha = h, 0 h, for some k, I < i, where o 
stands for +, -, or \i. .ti is said to compute (3, ,..., &) C H if for each there 
exists a j such that x+$ = hj, 
Remark 6. We can modify Definition 2 and 3 in a straightforward manner 
to the case of division-less algorithms. 
Remark 7. If we had dealt with division-less algorithms then 01* would be 
a tota mapping, and therefore compatible with all algorithms and all & t H. 
Consequently we would have dropped the requirement that G has infinitely 
many elements which appear in Lemma 6, Lemma 7, and that F is infinite in 
Lemmas 8, 8’ and Corollary 4. We could also have dropped the constraint 
that & = (fi , y) which appears in CoroIlary 4. 
III. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let R(u) = ~~~~ f,.ud b e a p Iy o nomial with coefficients in F, S(U) = xy:i h# 
be a polynomial with coefficients in H, and P(U) = tP + C~~~gdu~ be a manic 
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polynomial with coefficients in G. The set of coefficients of the polynomial 
T(u) L= R(u) . S(U) mod P(U) will be denoted by C(P; f,  h), where f  is the 
vector of coefficients of R(u), and h the vector of coefficients of S(U). More 
generally, let R,(u) be a polynomial of degree ni ~ 1 with coefficients in F 
(i = 1, 2 ,..., s), S,(u) b e a polynomial of degree ni - 1 with coefficients in H 
(i 1, 2,..., s), and P,(U) be a manic polynomial of degree la, with coefficients 
in H ( = 1, 2,..., s), We will denote the set of coefficients of all the polynomials 
Ti(u) :.: Ri(u) * Si(u) mod P,(U) ( ::= I, 2,..., S) by {C(P, ; fi , hi)}. In the special 
case that all the coefficients of all the S{(u) ‘s are distinct indeterminates we will 
denote it by {C(P, ; fi , y,)}. The main result is a lower hound on the multiplica- 
tive complexity ~~({c(Pi ; fi , yi)}) in the case that al1 the P,(u)‘s are irreducible 
polynomials (over G). As was mentioned in the previous section, we assume 
B -F u (or ,..., m>. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem this will also yield 
a lower bound in the case that none of the Pi(U)‘s has repeated roots. 
To apply the resuhs of the previous section to estimating the multiplicative 
complexity of (C(P, ; fi, y,)) we need to investigate the dimension of 
LG(r({C(Pi ; fi , hi)])), where each of the coordinates of the hi’s lies in L,({yyi}) 
the linear span (over G) of all the indeterminates. 
In the foElowing it will be convenient not to distrnguish between a vector and 
the set uf its coordinates. Thus, if f  E F” is a vector with coordinatesf, ,fr ,..., fn-, , 
we will denote the linear span (over G) off, , fi ,...,J-r by L,(f), and denote 
the set b(fA PUA-, dfn-d by p(f). 
LEMMA 9. Let P(u) be a manic irreducibZe polynomial (over G) of degree n, 
and let g F G* be a non-zero vector, then L,(f) = Lo(C(P; f, g)). 
Proof. Let A be the companion matrix of P(U), Then viewing C(P; f, g) 
as a vector we have C(P; f, g) = (~~~~jiAi) g, where the operation in the 
bracket is in the algebra of matrices. Because polynomial multiplication is 
commutative, we aIso have C(P; f, g) = (~~~~ gsAi) f.  Since P(u) is an irre- 
ducible polynomial of degree n, the matrix ~~~~g,A~ is non-singular. Conse- 
quently, the set {v 9 xr:i g&P} as v  ranges over all (row) vectors in G”, is G”. 
But L,(f) = {v * f 1 v  E G”}, and L,(C(P; f, g)) = {v * (Cylt g#) f  1 v  E G”} = 
L,(f). 
COROLLARY 5. Let P(u) and g be as in Lemma 8, then L&(f)) = 
L&w? ft fm 
COROLLARV 6. If all the P{(u)‘s are irreducible polynomials (i = 1, 2,..., s) 
and a/E the g*‘s are non-zero vectors with coeficients in G, then 
L&w&) = LY(P({C(Pi ; fi I ?%)N 
Combining Corollary 6 and Remark 4 we obtain: 
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COROLLARY 7. Let Pg(ac) and g, be us in Corollary 6, and let hi = gjy (y an 
indeterminate) then the dimension of L,(r({C(P, ; fi, h,)})) is the same as the 
dimension ofl,(p((f,})). 
Remark 8. We can replace the indeterminate y in Corollary 8 by any 
non-zero linear combination (over G) of the indeterminates. 
COROLLARY 8, Let P be an irreducible polynomial of degree n, f  EP be such 
that dimension ofl,(p(f)) is positiwe, crnd h E (Lc(yl ,..., y,))” (m not necessarily 
the same ar n) such that the dimension of L,(h) is positiwe, then dimension of 
-W(W’; f,  h))) ’ P ‘f’ zs osz we and by Remark 1, pB(C(P; f,  h)) > 1. 
Proof. Let z, , z, ,..., z, ~L,(yr ,...,y,) be linearly independent and such 
that L,(z, ,a.., zs) -L,(h). Th ere exist non-zero vectors g, , g, ,..., g, E G” 
such that h = &grzi and therefore C(P; f,  h) = xi=, C(P; f,  g,z,). The 
dimension of&(r(C(P; f ,  h))) is 0 if and only if for all i = I, Z,..., s the dimension 
of &(P(C(P; f,  g,x,))) is 0. But by CorolIary 7 none of the dimensions of 
L,(v(C(P; f,  gizi))) is 0. This proves the Corollary. 
LEMMA 10. Let P be ape irreducible polynomial of degree ti, and let f  E FTL be 
such that the dimension of L&(f)) is positive. If  y  be the vector whose coordinates 
are the distinct z’ndetePminatesy, , yz ,..., yn , then the dimension ofL,(r(C(P; f, y))) 
is n. 
Proof. Let A be the companion matrix of P, and let f. , fi ,,..,fnel EF be 
the coordinates of f. Since C(P; f, y) = (~~~~ f& y, we have to prove, by 
Remark 4, that for no non-zero row vector v E GR is v(Cyzi fiA’) E G”. 
Let K be a non-singular matrix with entries in G such that AT = KAK?. 
Then v  CyI,f,Ai = v  C~~~~(K?AX)’ = (vK-‘)(~~~~ f,(Ar)“) K. Let vK? 
be the row vectoru -= (z+ , ur ,..., u +J, then v(xyZi f#) = (u C:iif,(Ar)i) K-l. 
But u ~~~~f,(AT)i is the row vector (inFn) whose coordinates are the coefficients 
of the polynomial (xylt zq#)(Crli f,wi) mod P. S’ mce polynomial multiplication 
is commutative, we obtain that II zF:t f,(AT)i = f  ~~~~ ui(AT)i. Assume 
v(x;:;f,A”) = g E G”, then f xT:i ZQ(A~)~ = K-rg is also in G”. Because 
v # 0 then u = vi?l =/ 0. Since P is an irreducible polynomia1 of degree it, 
the rnatrix~~~~ ~+(~4T)i is non-singular, and therefore f  = (zy:i u,(AT)“)-1 KFg 
is also in G” contradicting the assumption that the dimension of L&(f)) is 
positive. This proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 9. Let Pi be an irreducible polynomial of degree rti (i = 1,2,..., s), 
let f ,  ~3’“. be such that dimensaon ofL&(fJ) is positiwe (i = 1, Z,..., s), and let 
yi be a vector of n, coordinates each an indeterminate (i = 1, 2,..., 5). I f  all the 
indeterminates in the set {yi} are distinct then the dimension ofLG(r({C(Pi ; fj , y,)])) 
is rb, ni . 
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Before proving the main theorem we need one more lemma. 
LEMMA 11. Let h be a vecfor whose coordinates are in Lc( yI , yz ,..., y,), 
and let in be a specialization, &en dimL,(ol*(h)) 2. dim&(h) - 1. 
Proof. Let M be a matrix with entries in G such that h = My, where y  
is the vector (rl , dye ,..., ml). Then dim L,(h) = Rank(M). Since (Y is a specializa- 
tion, then a(y) = .iiy where N = I + T, I the identity matrix and T a matrix 
of rank 1. As a*(h) = M . NY we obtain that dimL,(ar*(h)) = Rank(M * N) =: 
Rank(M.(1+ T)) 7 Rank(M+ MT) 2 Rank(M) - Rank(MT) > dim&(h) ~ 1. 
‘THE MAIN THEOREM. Let Pi be an irreducible polynomial of degree ui 
(i = 1, 2 ,..,, s), let fi E F*. b e a oector such that dimL,(fi) 2 I (; = 1, 2,..., s), 
and let yi be a vector of n, distinct indeterminates (i == 1, 2,..., s) such that all the 
indeterminates in all the yi’s are distinct. Let (fi} denote the set of all the coordinates 
qf all the f+,‘s and k = dimL,(p((f,))). Then pB({C(PpI ; fi ,-vi)>) ;> k -s + zi-_, ni = 
dimLdp(Kfi))) + ZEl (deg Pi - I). 
Proof. The proof will proceed by repeatedly applying the specializations 
of Lemmas 6 and 7, reducing the multiplicative complexity. This will be done 
until the application of the composite substitution to {C(P, ; fi , yJ} will yield 
elements of L,(B), i.e., quantities whose multiplicative complexity is 0. A count 
of the reduction in the multiplicative complexity guaranteed by Lemmas 6 
and 7 will yield the theorem. 
Since Lemmas 6 and 7 assume that G has infinitely many elements, we will 
assume, at first, that the cardinal&y of G is infinite, and relax this assumption 
at the end of the proof. 
Each C(P, ; fj , yJ satisfies the conditions of Corollary 8, so Te obtain that 
P&-Y~‘i ; 6, Yi)>) 2 1, and Lemma 7 guarantees the existence of a specializa- 
tion cxl , such that 
By Remark 5 we may take CX~ to he a homogeneous specialization. Since, for 
any substitution 01, ,“((C(P, ; fi , yi)j) =.- {C(P, ; fi . a*(~~))) we obtain that 
&{C(Pi ; fi , c$(yJ))) < &(C(P; ; fi , y,)}) - I. I f  fnr all i =y 1, 2,..., s, 
dimLCi(a:(yi)) :> 1 the condition of Corollary 8 and Lemma 7 are still satisfied 
by {C(P, ; fi , I!)) and therefore there exists 3 specialization a~, (which by 
Remark 5 may be taken to be homogeneous) which further reduces the muIti- 
ylicativc complexity by 1. That is, if f12 == a3 . CQ then &(C(Pi ; fi , @(yi)))) < 
&{C(P$ ; fi, y,)}) - 2. In general, we continue this process of obtaining 
specializations dZ , a4 ,..., q and substitution & , ,6,, ,..., fll defined by ,Bj,.l -= 
OIL+, . pi as long as for every i : 1, 2 ,..., s dimL&3:(yi)) > 1. Kate that 
Lemma 11 guarantees that dimL&&,(y,)) > dimL&~(yJ) - 1. Let 1 be 
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the smallest integer such that dimI&:( = 1 for some in (1, 2,..., ~1. 
When this happens we stop the application of Lemma 7. (Note that if n, = 1 
for some i then 2 = 0, and we take !I as the identity substitution.) So far we 
have obtained that ~~((C(Pi ; fi , @(yJ)}) < pB({C(Pi ; fi , y,))) - 1. 
Let i E (I, 2,..., s} be such that dimL,(fi:(yJ) = 1, i.e., #If(yJ = g * zr for 
some non-zero zr E L,({yi}), where g is a non-zero vector. Let Jr = 
{; / @(yJ = g, . zr} then by Lemma 6 (and Remark 3) there exists a specialization 
yr , which we may take to be homogeneous, such that ,uE((C(Ptif, , ~$:(y~))>) < 
~dW(PA , Bag) ~ 4 where 
kl = dimL,(r((C(Pi ; fi , gi * 2,) 1 i E Jr))), 
By Corollary 7 k, = dimL&({fi / i E Jr})), Denoting yr * #II by j&r we obtain 
that 
If for all i $ JI dimLo{/?&,( > 1 we restart applying Lemma 7 and obtain 
%+2 I*-'? %+m+1 P and Pw = az+z f i% ,..., A+m+l = aL+m+l * A,, until for 
SOme i $ I; dimW/%+m+l Y ( J) = 1. (It can happen that m = 0.) We then 
define Jz = {; E Jr 1 flc+m+l(yi) = g6 1 z2) for some non-zero Z, ~&({y,}). 
Using Lemma 6 we obtain a specialization yZ such that, denoting yZ * /31,.nz+I 
bY B Etm+SI PBw(pi ; fi rP&m+2 (Yi)) I i $ I1 u 121) G PBB!tcCpi ; fi 7 Yzl) - E - 
m ~ k, - k, , where k, = dimI&[{f~ 1 i E JZ2>)). We continue to alternate 
between the applications of Lemma 7 and Lemma 6 until Jr U J* U *a- = 
(1, L., s}, (ending with the application of Lemma 6). Let $’ < s be the number 
of times Lemma 6 was applied. Let y be one of the indeterminates in yi , then, 
if none of the q’s and y$‘s which are composed to make fit is a specialization 
of y, dimI+&:( > 1, and by Corollary 8 pB[C(Pi ; fi , &@( vi))) > 1. Thus, 
after the application of yn we must have used specializations of every single 
indeterminate in {y3. That is, the otal number of applications of Lemmas 6 
and 7 is x9-r nd , and therefore Lemma 7 was applied (C:=, n,) - s’ times. 
But when the procets ends we have nothing to compute, hence 0 < 
gdMPi ; fi , Y&) - IL1 hi - Ebl ni - 0 where h = dimM(V~ I if JJ)). 
’ 5 k, > dimL,({fi}) = k, 
i=l 
and S’ < s so we obtain that 
To finish the proof we have to relax the assumption that the cardinality 
of G is infinite. Assume G has a finite number of elements. Let y be an inde- 
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terminate not in any of the yi’s. Then replacing G by G’ = G(y) and F by 
F’ = F(y), we can view {C(P, ; fi , yi)> a a subset of F’({y,)). Every algorithm s 
-4 for computing {C(P, ; f ,  , yi}j over F U (yJ is a-posteriori an algorithm 
over F’ u (yp>. But G’ has infinitely many cIements and therefore CL(&) 2 
k ~ s + xi-, ni . This proves the theorem. 
Pmof. Substituting r” LL.1 ni for k in the main theorem we obtain inequality 
one way. ‘l’he construction +-en in [I] shows that if G has enough elements 
then for any f  EP, and irreducible polynomial P of degree n p(C(P; f,  , y,)) < 
2n -- 1, and therefore the algorithm which computes each of the C(Pi ; fi , yi) 
acctrrding to the construction of [I] satisfies ,L(&‘) ---: 2 Ci_, “i ~ s. ‘I’his proves 
the inequality the other way. 
An examination of the proof of the main theorem shows that whenever 
dimL,((f,}) < zi=, dimI,,, the statement of the theorem is not the best 
possible. For if s’ s (we use the notation of the proof) each Ji is a 
singleton set and therefore we have shown that ~R((C(l’z ; fi , y,)] ;:z 
Ci_, ni ~+ C”=, degL,;(fi) -- s. I f  s’ < s then we can substitute (S - 1) for s 
in the statement of the Theorem. Thus, for example, if s = 2 we obtain that 
pLn({C(Pi ; fi , Y,~)) >:: m whcrc VI - min(n, f- n, f  dim&({f,].) -- I, n, 1~ n, + 
dim L,(f,) + dimL,(f,) - 2). 
Conjecture. Let Pi , fi , and yi be as in the Main Theorem, then 
pcLB({C(Pi ; fi , yJi) :.-z i (dcg Pi ~- 1) L- ;f, dim L,(fi). 
i=l 
The difference between the conjecture and what was proved in the Main 
Theorem is most pronounced when there exists an index i, or even a subset 
of the indices 1% such that LG((fi ’ i E .I}) C LG((fi 1 i $ I)). The following 
theorem, which slightly generalizes the Main Theorem, will be useful in dealing 
with the applications which have the condition described above. 
THEOREM I. Let I’, , fi , and yi (i = 1,2 ,..., s) be as in the Main Theorem. 
Let JI , J2 C (I, 3,.. ., sj he a partition of { 1, 2, ,,., s) , then 
pB({C(P; ; fi , yi)j) .:: x deg I-‘; + 1 (deg Pi - I) L dim L,;({f,) i E JA:). 
iGJ it.f 
Proof. We will prove the theorem for the case that G has infinitely many 
elements. The agreement at the end of the proof of the Main Theorem shows 
that the conclusion of the theorem is also valid even for a finite G. 
By Corollary 9, dim &(P((C(P~ ; fi , yi) 1 i E JI,t}) = E,ird, 71i . Let u! be the 
607/32/Z-2 
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homogeneous substitution cu(yJ = 0 for in J1 , ol(yd) = yi for i E 1% e By 
Lemma 8 there exists a substitution 4, whose homogeneous part is CI, which is 
compatible with (C(P, ; f* , y,)>. For each if J1 C(P, ; fi , p*yJ) C&(B), 
and for each ie Jz r(C(P, ; fi , p*(yi)) = r(C(P, ; fj , y,)). By Lemma 5 (and 
Corollary 9) PB(~W~ ; fi , Y& 2 CLB({V~ ; fi , B”(YJ) I i E Jd) + CW, deg pi - 
Applying the Main Theorem to pB((C(Pi ; f,- , yi) 1 i E J.}) we obtain 
Remark 9. Taking J, to be the empty set, Theorem 1 reduces to the Main 
Theorem. 
IV. APPLICATIONS 
The Discrete Fourier Transform of 11 points, denoted by DFT(n), is a system 
of n forms Fi = zrii w”fr, (i = 0, 1, 2,..., n - 1) where w is the nth root of 
unity w = .Sniln. The computation of fa = xyit yi requires no m/d steps, 
and the coefficient of y0 in the expression for Fj is 1 for aIlj. Therefore studying 
the mukiplicative complexity of DFT(n) it is sufficient to consider 
n-1 
yj = C wijjjj (i = 1, 2 ,.“, n - I). 
j=l 
We will consider first the case where n = p is a prime number. Let M, 
denote the group of positive integers smaller than p, with multiplication 
modulo p as the group operation. Consider the group algebra HM, where 
H =F(y, ,.*., ysV1) and F is some subfield of the complex numbers which 
includes the pth root of unity. Let m, , mz ,..., m,-, denote the eIements of kJg 
(with mi * mj = mk if and only if i .j = k modp). Consider the element 
Y = C,“=;’ Y,mE, E HM, defined by Y = (CT:: W’ . mi)(~~~~~i(mJ-l)V Each Yi 
is a linear combination of the oh’s. The coefficient zuk of yj in Yi is determined 
by the k which satisfies (m,J . (mj)” = mi , that is, mk = mi . mj . That means 
that ir = 4 *j modp, and since & = 1 we obtain that the coefficient of yI in 
Yi is wtj. Therefore Yi = CyI: w”iyj and we see that studying the multiplicative 
compIexity of DFT(p) is the same as studying the multiplicative complexity 
of computing the coefficients of (1::: ~~rn&~~~~-y,(~)rnJ where r(i) =j if 
mj = (m&l. 
The group IV, is isomorphic to the cyclic group Z,-, , Let 1 u zP,..., zP2 
denote the elements of .Z,-, (up--l = l), and let 1: IM, -+ Z,-, de in isomor- 
phism. We denote by y(i) the indeterminate yj such that @(u”) = mg and 
j = r(k). We denote by m(i) the element wi such that mj = t”(u*), and by 
Y(i) the element Yj such that mi = ~-l(zP). Using this notation we can express 
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the computation of DFT(p) as computing the coefficients of a product in the 
group algebra HZ,-, . More precisely we obtain 
5’ Y(i) ui = [i” w(i) ui)(f2y(i) ui). 
i=n i=O i-0 
(This interpretation of computing DFT( p) as computing coefficients of the 
product of two elements in HZ,-, was first given in [X]). 
We can identify the group algebra HZ,-, with the algebra H[u]/(u”--I ~- I> 
of polynomials in u moduIo the polynomial UP--I - 1. I f  we denote the polynomial 
zylt w(i) ~3 by R(u), the polynomial ~~~~yy(;) tli by S(U), and the poIynomia1 
1::: E’(i) ui by T(u), then T(u) = R(u) + S(U) mod 26p-l - 1. That is, using 
the notation of the previous section, computing the DFT(p) is the same as 
computing C(upP1 ~ I; w(i), y(i)). 
The polynomial uvpl - 1 is reducible (unless p = 2), and the results of the 
previous section dealt with irreducible polynomials. The Ii& which enables 
us to apply the results of the previous section to the computation of DFT(p) 
is the Chinese Remainder Theorem. For the sake of completeness we wilI state 
a version of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
Chinese Remainder Theorem. Let B be-a commutative ring with identity, 
and G c H a field (whose 0 and unit element are the same as those of H). Let 
P, PI , P, he manic polynomiak in G[u] such that P = PI Pz and (P, , PJ : 1. 
Then, 
(I) The mapping fn: H[u]j(P) + H[u]/<P,> jc H[u]/(P,:~ given by 
m(p) :- (m,(p), ma(p)) where q(p) = p mod Pi (; 1 1, 2) is an isomorphism. 
(2) The inverse mapping m-l: H[u]/(P,‘, x H[u]/<P2; is given hy 
mm’(p, , p,) = (p, . Q, + p, . Q3) mod P where Q1 , Q2 are polynomials in 
G[u] such that 
Q1 = 1 mod PI Q1 := 0 mod I’? 
Q2 = 0 mod Pr Q2 7 I mod P2 
(since (PI , P.J -=. I there exist A, BE G[u] such that AP, + BP, = 1. We 
can choose Q, = BP, and Q2 = AI’,). 
Remark 10. Since I’, , Pz E G[u] the coefficients of q(p) and HZ:(~) are 
linear combinations (over G) of the coefficients of p. Since Q1 , Q2 , P E G[u] 
the coefficients of m ‘( p1 , pa) are linear combinations (over G) of the coefficients 
of pr and 9, . I f  we denote the set of coefficients of a polynomial p by C,,(p) 
we obtain that L,(C,,(P)) == L,(Cfr(m,(p)), C’,f(mz(p))). 
Remark Il. I f  P, PI , Pz ,..., P,: E G[uj are such that P = J$, P, and 
(I’, , P,) :--- 1 for i #j then PIE: H[u]/(Pj + H[lr]/(P,> x ff[u]j(P2: x *.. :: 
H[u]/<P,.:\ defined by nr(p) = (m,(p),..., q(p)) where ~q(p) :: p mod Pi is an 
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isomorphism. The inverse mapping nap1 is given by m+(P, ,..., P,) = 
(C%lp,Qi) mod P where Qr ,..., Qrc E G[u] satisfy Qi = 0 mod Pj for j + i and 
pi-1 modPi. 
Re~zark 12. If  C,,(p) has been computed (or are inL,(B)) then {Cff(mi(p))) 
can be computed without any m/d steps. Conversely, if {C&)j has been 
computed (or are in L,(B)) then C,f(m-l(p, ,..., pk)) can be computed without 
any m/d steps. 
Notat&. If  h is a vector whose coordinates are C,,(p) then mi(h) is the 
vector whose coordinates are C,,(m<( p)). 
LEMMA 12. Let P E G[u] be a monk polyplomial such that P = nJ=, Pi , 
where each Pi is a power of apI irreducible polymwtial, and the Pi’s are pairwise 
relatively prime. Then pa(C(P; f ,  h)) == pB((C(Pi ; fi , h,)]) where ft = mt(f) and 
h,: = q(h) (; = 1, 2 ,..., s). 
Proof. Let ,& be an algorithm computing C(P; f,  h) using the minimum 
number of m/d steps. By Remark 12 there exists an algorithm &” (over 
B u C(P; f,  h)) computing {C(P, ; fi , hi)} using no m/d steps. The algorithm 
(JY, AZ’), the concatenation of ,d and &” is an algorithm over B which computes 
{C(Pi ; fi , hi)) using pA(C(P; f ,  h)) m/d steps. This proves the inequality one 
way. Conversely, let Sz be an algorithm computing (C(P, ; fi , hi)} using the 
minimum number of m/d steps, then by Remark 12 there exists an algorithm 
.aZ’ (over B u {C(P, ; fti , hi))) computing C(P; f ,  h) using no m/d steps, and 
(&, ,d’) is an algorithm over B computing C(P; f ,  h) using &{C(P, ; fg , hi)}) 
m/d steps. This proves the inequality the other way and thus proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = Q the field of rational numbers, F = Q(w) where w 
is thepth root ofzrnity (W = e2”“l*), H = F( y,, , y, ,..., yopl). Then P~(DFT(P)) = 
2p - #(p - 1) - 3, wuheue +(n) = l(d 1 d divides n)i. 
P+ The discussion at the beginning of the section shows that 
/dDFT( P)) = PB(‘W-~ - 1; w(i)> y(i)). 0 ver the field Q of rational numbers 
UP--~ - 1 = JJIdlYa Qrl , where Qd is the minimal polynomial whose root is the 
dth root of unity. By Lemma 12 p.,(DFT(p)) = ps((C(Gd ; fd , hd) ! d divides 
p - 11, where fd = m,(w(i)) and hd = m&(i)). By Remark 10, LG({hd)) = 
&.(~r ,..., y*-r) and therefore the substitution which maps the yj’s into the 
p - I coordinates of (hd} is invertible. Let ti be the homogeneous substitution 
such that cy* restricted to the coordinates of (hd} is a 1:1 mapping into 
(yr ,..., y,-J- Let yd = ~*(U th en the yd’s have all distinct coordinates. By 
Corollary 4, dIC(@d ; fd , Ml) = ccd{C(@~ ; fti , Y&)- 
By Remark IO, L,((f,}) -&(w(i)). S ince the coordinates of w(i) are 
(wi 1 i = 1, 2,...,p - l}, we obtain that dimL,(w(d)) =p - 1, and that 
(1, w, zuz,..., WV-2) form a basis of L,({f,]). Therefore, rLG({fd}) = &[(r(f,J]) 
is of dimension p - 2. Since @I = u - 1, we obtain that fi is the one dimen- 
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sional vector CrL: w(a) = xrzt wi = - 1. By Remark 1, &DFT(p)) = 
ps(C(@, , fd, yd) 1 n =/ 1)) which by Corollary 10 is equal to 2 &la,d+, deg(@,) - 
(qqp - I) - I) = 2(p - 2) - (b(p - I) + 1 -:= 2p - $qp - I) - 3. 
The same method of analysis which yielded Theorem 2 can be used to 
determine the multiplicative complexity of DFT(p) when G is taken to be a 
field other than that of rational numbers. We will illustrate this by an example. 
MAPLE 1. Let w be the 7th root of unity and let n = zu + w6. Let 
G = Q(u), F = G(w) and IJ L:= J’(yU ,yr ,,.., y,J. We want to determine 
pB(DFT(7)) where R z F u (y,, ,..., y,). That is, we want to compute 
E’i 77 g-, u!“J$ , (i = 0, l,..., 6). Since L;, = ~~=,,yj it can bc computed 
without any m/d step. For i = 1, 2,..., 6, yi = y0 + CL1 zvijJTj = y,, -+ Yj , 
so computing the Iii’s and Ifi’s require the same number of m/d steps. 
Using the permutation fl and the mapping t described in the beginning of 
the section WC see that 
that is, Yl + l’,u + I’,u2 + ysu3 + y4u4 + y5u5 = R(u) . S(u) mod u” - 1 
where R(U) : zul + w3u + w2u2 -t- wGu3 + w4u4 + WW and S(U) = y, + ysu + 
y4u2 + uGu3 + y2u4 + y3u5. Since 28 - 1 = (u - l)(u I- 1)(U2 + u + 1)(U2 - u + 1) 
and all the factors are irreducible (over G = Q(a)) we obtain by Lemma 12 
that computing DFT(7) has the same multiplicative complexity as that of 
computing the coefficients of the polynomial Tr , Tz, T, , and T4 where 
T, :-= R(u) . S(u) mod u - 
T, 1 R(u) - S(u) mod u + 1 
= ((w + w6 - w2 - wy + (w” + zd - w? - w”) #) 
:~(Y~+Y~-Y~-Y~)+(Y~.~.Y~-Y~-Y~)~~)~~~~”+~+~ 
T4 = R(u) . S(u) mod u2 - u + 1 
: ((w - w2 + w5 - w”) -I- (22 + w3 - w4 - w”) u) 
x ((yl -t- y3 - y4 - ye) + (-y2 - y3 -I- y4 + yb) u) mod U? - u + 1 
Since a=w+w6 then a2=w2+w5+2 and a3=w3+w4-(-3a. So 
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w2 + w5 f G and zu3 + w4 E G. Consequently, the coefficients of T, (as well as 
of Tl) are in L,(B). S ince 1 + w + w2 + ws + w4 + w5 + w6 = 0 we obtain 
that a3 -t- 9 - 2a - 1 = 0, But u3 + uz - 2a - 1 is irreducible over Q, so 
G = Q(a) is a cubic extension of Q. Since G(w) = Q(w) which has dimension 6 
(over Q) we see that G(w) is a quadratic extension of G. The set (1, a, a2} form a 
basis of G (over Q) so none of the elements b = ((w - ws) + (~9 - w”) - (w3 - w4), 
c = ((w - we) ~ (ws - ev5)), and d = ((w’ - w5) + (w3 - w”)) are in G. Let 
(1, d} be a basis of G(w) over G, then there exist gr , g, , g, , g, E G (g, , g, # 0 
such that b = g,d + gs , c = g, . d + g, . Applying Theorem 1 to the computa- 
tion of CfATl) u GATJ, and taking J = (1) we obtain y,(DFT(7)) = 
~dc~f(T~), CdT,)) 2 de& + 1) + (d&u2 - u+ 1) - 1) + di~&(c),~(d)) = 3. 
To show that the inequality can be replaced by equality we wilI give an algorithm 
for computing C,,(IT; u C,,(T,) using 3 m/d steps. 
Let 
ml = 6 * (Yl + Yz -35 -f-Y4 -Y5 -Ya)t 
m2 = c * (rl + 23 - y4 - Y& 
m3 =d~(-y2-y3+y4-txJ. 
Then the coefficient of Tl is 112~ , the constant coefficient of T, is nz2 - m3 , and 
the linear coefficient of T3 isg-l(m, - la) fgsmswhereh =g,((y, +y3 - y4--ye) - 
g3(y2 - Y3 + Y4 + Yd Lw. It is clear how to construct an algorithm using 
3 m/d steps to compute C,,(T,) U C,,(T,) using these identities. 
We will next derive a lower bound of the multiplicative complexity of DFT(n) 
where n =pk is a power of a prime numberp f 2, and B = Q(W) u {yO ,...,Y,+~}, 
where w is the nth root of unity. As before, we define Yi = Cyi;’ w”yf . We will 
derive a lower bound of the multiplicative complexity of {Y, 1 (i, p) = 11. 
Since p*(DFT(p”)) = &(Yi 1 i = l,...,plc - 1)) > /+((Y: 1 (i,p) = l}), this 
lower bound is also a lower bound of pB(DFT(pk)). 
Let a: (35 ,..., r,-2 +L,(B) be defined by c~(yJ = yt if (& p) = 1 and 
a(yJ =O if (&p) + 1. D c fi ne Xi = ti*(YJ = C(j,P)--l W”‘yj for all i = 1, 2 ,..., 
pk - 1 such that (i, p) = 1. By Lemma 8 and Lemma 4, pB({Yd 1 (i, p) = 1) >, 
&{zJ). Let M, be the group of integers smaller than n = pk which are relatively 
prime to p, with group operation multiplication modulo pk. we will denote the 
elements of M% by {mi 1 (i, p) = 1) such that m, . rnj = m, if and only if 
i *j = Y modpk. 
The same caIculation as at the beginning of the section show that 
(f & zimd = (,& wjmi)((j~-lyf(mj)-l), 
and defining a permutation r by v(i) = j if m-l = mj we again obtain that 
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The group Ma is isomorphic to the cyclic group of p”-‘( p - I) elements, (It is 
this isomorphism which is false when p = 2. The group Mm for n = 2% (k > 1) 
is isomorphic to z2 x z,,, where 731 = 2”e2. We will therefore treat the case that 
n = 2L separately.) Let i: Mn + x, (s := pk--l f  (p - 1)) be an isomorphism 
between Mn and the cyclic group {I, U, G,..., zP-l} of s = p”-l(p - 1) elements, 
As just before Theorem 2 we denote by y(i) the indeterminate yj such that 
t-l(@) =-: WQ and j = r(k); we denote by w(i) the element wj such that 
llzj := l-‘(u’); and by z(i) the element zj such that mi =- t-l(2ci). Using this 
notation we obtain, as before, that 
Remark 13. Let lo -1 {i 1 i = uj+“(p - l), a : 0, I,..,,$ - l> and JU -: 
(j lj = 6j7+-1 + 1, b = 0, I,...,) - l}. For each Jo jO, (m,)~’ = q and thete- 
fore t(q) = f  s ui or ome i ~1, Since I is one-one we obtain that t{mj 1 jE Jo} = 
{u” ] i E I,>, therefore (u(i) 1 i E 1,) = {wj 1 j E 1”). For each E = 1, 2 ,..., 
pk-“(p-l)-1 we define~~,==(i+1IiE~~,)and J,=={j-rmodp7C]jEj,, 
t(q) = u”). For each i E1l , ui = ui’ . Us for some i’ fIO, and therefore 
t~l(ul) = q . m,r = mj where j’ E I0 and j = j’ . r mod pk, so j E Jl . Therefore 
(w(i) ] if I,} = {wj I j E JJ. s ince the II’s (1 = 0, l,...,~+-~(p - 1) - 1) form 
a partition of {O, I,..., s ~ l}, the J1’s form a partition of {j Ij < ps, (j, p) - 11. 
Remark 14. Clearly, (bp”-l + 1) r mod p’ = b’ p’-l -t r’ where Y’ < pk-’ 
is given by r = c pkpl + Y’, and b’ < p is given by 6’ = b - Y + c modp. 
Therefore, for every I there exists an Y’ = r’(Z) such that Jx = {j 1 j = bp”-1+r’(l), 
b = 0,l ,...,p - 11. 
Remark 15. Let m =pkP1, then ZP 
g:; a,@ = 
is the pth root of unity, and therefore 
0. By Remarks 13 and 14, zdtll w(i) = Cjtl, wi = w~‘(~~~~ We”) = 0. 
Remark 115. As before, we denote p7+l by m, p”-‘(p - 1) by s and pk by n. 
The poIynomia1 Qfa = Cyzi z@ is the minimal degree polynomial having w 
as the root. Therefore, (1, W, w2 ,.,., w3-l} form a basis of Q(W) (over p). Denoting, 
as before, by p the natural vector space homorphism p: Q(w) -+ Q(w)/@ we 
see that {p(w), p(w”),..., p(w”-I)} f  orm a basis of p(Q). Therefore {p(wi) j i < s, 
(i, p) --_r= l> form a linearly independent set. Since each JE has exactly one element 
greater than s (namely, (p - I)p”-’ + r’(Z)), CjtJ, wj = 0 we see that the 
dimension of Lo((wi j (j, p) = 1, j < p”}) is the same as the cardinality of 
(j 1 j < s, (j, p) = l}, namely, (p - 1)2 pk-n. 
FLEMMA 13. Let R(u) = z:Ii w(i) ui (s =p7+-i(p - I), k > I), let RI(u) - 
R(u) mod ilr - 1 (r = pkP2(p - l)), and let Ry(u) - R(u) mod x:r,’ (C)i = 
~:p:&“q = (p - l)Zpk--2). Then: 
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(1) RI+4 = 0 
(2) dim&tb4fii)l) = 4, 
Proof. Setting UT = 1 in R(u) we see that each coefficient of R,(u) is &ell w(i) 
for some 1. which by Remark 15 is 0. By Remark lOLo({w(i)}) = I;,(C,,(R(u))) = 
LQ(C~RI(~), C,AWN) = ~,(‘XR,b)N = LQ({fi))- SO ~~(b+‘(i))}) = 
LQ(b(fi)))- BY R emark 16, dim&({p(w(i))>) = (p - 1)2 pkP2 = Q. 
THEOREM 3. Letp # 2 be up&e number, tkenfor any k >, 2, pB(DFT(pR)) > 
2(p - 1)2ple-a - Cp(p - l), where B = Q(w) U (yO ,...,y+J (n =p”), G = Q, 
and C#J( p - 1) = no. of divisors ofp ~ 1. 
Proof. Let R(u) = &‘, w(i) ui (s = p”-l(p - l)), S(U) = ~~~~y(;) ui, and 
T(u) = R(u) . S(u) mod u8 - 1. Let T,(U) = T(u) mod U’ - 1 (T = p”p”(p - l)), 
T,(U) = T(u) mod ~~~~ (@. The discussion prior to Remark 13 showed that 
PB-CDFT(P~)) 2 PB-CB(M)>) = PB(‘XWN = PBB(C~~IW GtT&N = 
&Cff( Ta(u)), (The last two equalities are by Lemmas 12 and 13, respectively.) 
By Lemma 12, dimL,(p(C,,(R,(u))) = q = deg(~~~~ (ur)i) and therefore, 
using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 (using Lemmas 8 
and 12, and Corollary 10) we see that &Cff( T,(U)) = deg(xTit (Y’)~) + 
dimWdC&d4)) - d h w ere d is the number of irreducible polynomials 
dividing xF:l (u~)~, So P~(DFT(~~)) 2 2q - d = 2(p - 2)2 pkp2 - d. 
To finish the proof we have to calculate d. The polynomial u8 - 1 has 
$(s) = k$(p - 1) $(p - 1) irreducible factors, and since (u’ - l)(Crct (u’)~) = 
u8 - 1, we see that the number d of irreducible factors of Cyit (u’)~ is 
K$(k - 1) - (k - 1) +(A - 1) = +(A - 1). This proves the theorem. 
As was mentioned before, the group M,(n = 2”) of odd numbers smaller 
than 12 with group operation multiplication module n, is not cyclic. We will 
show the well known fact that MS is isomorphic to x2 x ~~(112 - 2”-2) for 
k >, 3, by exhibiting an isomorphism, which we will need to estimate the 
multiplicative complexity of DFT(2”). 
LEMMA 14. For each k > 3, FkmS = 2”-l + 1 mod 2”. 
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on k. For K = 3 the result 
is obvious. Assume the result proved for k, then Y”-” = 2$-l + 1 + a * 2k 
mod 2”+r (a E {0, 1)). Squaring both sides, we obtain 
5Zk-” = 'J2"-*+ 1 + &ZP + 2" + & + &k+lmod2"+1 
= Zk + 1 mod 2”+l. 
We will denote the elements of Mm (n = 2’) by {mmi 1 = 2s + 1, s = 0, l,..., 
2k-1 - 1) with multiplication given by nrEi mj = mL if i - j = E mod 2’“. We will 
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denote the elements of z2 y  z+z by {VW 1 i -.= 0, 1, j --: 0, 1, ,.., 2”~~ - I), 
where u D = W, z2 = 1, zc2’-’ = 1. 
Proof. A direct computation verifies the assertion for K = 2. Assume k ,:TZ 3. 
Sjncc (m,+1)2 = m, , and (m,)2 == 1 (s :-- 2b--1 + 1) we see that iIT% is not cyclic, 
because the cyclic group (ui / i = 0, l,,.., 2ti-1 - 1, ~9’~~ --: I} of order 2”+l 
has only one clement uj -/ 1 such that (q = 1. Therefore MD is isomorphic 
to the direct product of cyclic groups of orders of powers of 2, such that the 
product of the orders is 2’;~~. By Lemma 14, the order of nzs is 2”p2, and therefore 
M, is isomorphic to x2 r: +-:! . Since (mRP1)” = m, , and n - 1 f  2’;P3 .I- 1, 
m,+, is not in the subgroup generated by m5 . Therefore gp(m5) n ,@(f)(llz,-,) = 
(q), and since ( gpfm,)l :< j g&~,+~)! = 2”~2 ’ 2 =.= 2’+l 7 1 ;I&, 1, we see that 
M, = gp(m, , m,-,). This proves the lemma. 
Let zi = ~~j,z~=l &yj, i = 1, 3, 5 ,,.., 2” - 1, zu the nth root of unity, 
n :P 2”. Just as in the discussion preceding Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain 
C(i.2)=1 zimi = c!ks)=1 ZU~WZ~)(~(~,~)~~ y~(;cipz,) where m(i) -j if mi = (q-l. 
Let t be the isomorphism of Lemma 15, WC denote by y(i, j) the indeterminate 
y1 such that t-l(uV) : (q-l; we denote by w(&j) the element WI such that 
t-y&j) _ m, ; and by z(i,j) the element z, such that t-l(u%j) = ml. Therefore 
the z(i,j)‘s can be expressed as the coefficients of the polynomial 
where s = 2k-2. 
Remark 17. Let G and H be as in the statement of the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem. Let P E G[u], Q, Q1 , Qz E G[v] such that Q = Q1 . Qa and 
(Q1 , Q2) 7 1. Then H[u, w]/<P(u), Q(U)> is isomorphic to H’[E]/!Q(u)), 
where H’ 2 H[u]j<P(u)). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem H’[c]j(Q(z;)> 
is isomorphic to H’[u]/<QI(v)) x H’[v]/<~)~(v)>. Therefore, H[u, a]/,<P(u), Q(v) j 
is isomorphic to H[u, v]/<P(z~), Q1(v)> N II[q v]/<P(u), Qz(w)>,. 
Remark 15. Let G, 11, P, Q bc as in Remark 17, and let P(U) 7 ni I’,(U) 
(P&) E G[ul), Q(z) = nj Qj(a) (Qj(n) E G[v]) such that (Pr, Ps) = 1 for 
P + s and (Q1., QY) :.= 1 for P :I= s. Then H[u, U]/@‘(E), Q(V)> is isomorphic to 
l-Icd,j, H[u, v]/(Pi(u), Qj(r)>. Moreover, let wz be the isomorphism and for 
evcryp(u, v) E H[u, w]jC,P(u), Q(v)’ let m( p) = (p&u, E)) thenL,(C’,,(p(u, a)) = 
LG(fC7f(Pi,j(u, w))l)* 
.hMMA 16. Let s = Zkm3 and r = 2”~~ (k > 3). There exist fi , f2 E Q(W)“, 
h, , h, E &( y(i, j))T suclz that: 
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(1) L,(h,,h,)=I;,((y(i,j)-~(i+r,j)/O~a’<r,O~j<2}.Tlnatis 
the s = 2r coordinates of h, and h, are invertible &ear coordinations (over Q) of 
the set {y(i,j) - y(a’ + r,j) 1 0 < i < r, 0 <j < 2). 
(2) L&f1 ) f,) =L,(w, w3, wj ),.., w2a-1). 
(3) -WW~ i) t 0 < i < s, 0 ,( j < 2)) = L,(C(u’ + I; fi , h,), 
C(aT + 1; fi , ha)). 
Proof. R(u, ZJ) = I$: xi=, w(i,j) uiwj, S(U, 71) = Gil: c:=,y(i,j) u%J~, and 
T(u, w) = 1::; Ci=, z(i,j) Z&L+ = R(u, w) . S(u, w) mod(u” - 1, v2 - I). Since 
ud - 1 = (ZP - l)(u’ + l), ~3s - 1 = (U - l)(v + 1) we define for a E C-1, l), 
b E (-1, l}, I&(u, u) = R(u, 71) mod(u’ + a, a + b), S&u, YI) = S(u, ZI) 
mod(ur + a, w + b) and Ta,b(~, 71) = T( u ‘u mod(u’ + a, v + b). By Remark 18 , )
we obtain hWffULJN = J%C&W LdGALJH = J%CAV; and 
L,({C,,(T,.,))) = L,(C,,(T)) = &({z(&j)}). By Lemma 14 and the definition 
of t, t-r(V) = m2,+1 . Since n = 2k = & we obtain that wz8 = -1. Therefore 
if tP1(u%+) = fizz we have ~-~(u”+%j) = t-r(~) tP(zl%g) = mzstl * m, = m,, , 
where x = (2s + 1) . Z mod 2” = 2sl+ I mod 2” = 2s + 2 mod 2” (recall that 
by definition, 1 is odd and 4s = 2k), Consequently, w(i + ~,j) = wd = w2S+E =
w%~ = -wz = -w(;,j). Since the uivj coefficient of R(u, ZJ) mod U’ - 1 
(i=O,l,..., Y-l;j=O,l) is zu(i,j)+w(i+r,j), we see that R(u,v) 
mod ur - 1 = 0 and therefore T(u, V) mod u7 ~ 1 = 0 which imphes that 
T-r+, = 0 for b fz f- 1, 11. Consequently, &({z(i,j)}f = Lo(C,,(T,,,), C,,(T,.-,)). 
The set of coefficients of R(u, V) mod u7 + 1 is {2w, 2w3, 2zG,..., 2~@-~}, and 
the set of coefficients of S(U,V) mod uT + 1 is {v(i,j) - y(i + 7,~‘) 1 0 < i < r, 
0 <j < 2). Let fi be the vector of coefficients of I?,,-, , and f2 the vector of 
coefficients of R,., , Let hI be the vector of coefficients of S,,-, , and h, the 
vector of coefficients of S,,, . The Iemma follows from Remark 18 and the 
observation that the I&‘s, Sl,b’~, and Tl,a’s are constants as polynomials of a, 
that is, they depend only on u, and therefore Tl,b = Rl,0 . S, ,b mod ur + 1. 
Remark 19. The minimal polynomial of w is uze + 1. Therefore (1, w, w2,..,, 
was-l } are linearly independent (over Q). Denoting by p the vector space 
homomorphism p: Q(w) + Q(w)/8 we obtain that {p(w), p(wz),..., p(w”*-l)} are 
lineady independent. Consequently, {p(f,), p(f& the images under p of the 
coordinates of fi and fi form a linearly independent set. 
The reason that the polynomial T-I,a was 0 in the proof of Lemma 16, was 
that wzsii = -WI, that is Zi = Cc5,s)+ w”jyi = EE’, ~~(sj+~~(y,~+r - Yzi+1+2.9 1 P 
(; = 1, 3,..., 2” - 1). (For the same reason we also obtain zi+zs = -zi for 
i = 1, 3,..., 2s - 1). Motivated by this observation, we define for every 
h rzL,((y,})~, Vi = C,“ri w”(2j+l)h, (i = I, 3,..., 2” - 1). We denote the set 
(U, / i = 1, 3,..., 2” - 1) by 7J(21e, h). 
COROLLARY 11. Let s and T be us in Lemma 16. For each h E L,((Y~))~, there 
exist f, , f2 E Q(w)‘, h, , h, l Lo({y~))’ such that 
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(1) Mb > hJ -k,(h) 
(2) L,(f, ) fa) -L,(w, 203 ,..., was--2) 
(3) Lo(U(2”, h)) = L,(C(u’ + 1; fi , h,), C(ur -+ 1; f , ha)). 
LEMM.~ 17. For each k > 3 there exists a substitution a such that 
a*(DFT(2”)) :L (DFT(2k-1), Cr(2k, h)), where Ai = y2s+sr.tl (z’ = 0, l,..., 2 - I). 
Proof. Let DFT(2”) be Y, = x;:al ” W”yj (n I= 2”:). For i = 21 we have 
wi(j t2sl .- poii /41s =.- wii (recall that 4s m= 2”). So, I’,, = Cslil (zu2)ti (ri + Y+,.~~) 
(I 1: 0, I (..., ,s 3 _ 1). For j = 21 + 1 we have wiljlZs) = wijI-2ui~4Lr == eu2swij, 
So for i 21 f- I, Y*r+1 = g=;; w(2zyyj - yi+& (I -- 0, I,..., 2s - 1). 
Define 0; by: 
ct( .Y;) - 4 yj for j = 21 I === 0, I,..., s - 1 
“(bvj,r) =_ $yj for j zz 21 E = 0, I,..., S - 1 
43’i) mm-z Q(Yj + Yit2d for j = 21f 1 I = 0, l,..., 2 - 1 
E(?J i 2.5) = HYi - Yj+2s) for j=2r+ 1 1-=&l ,..., s- 1. 
Using this IX we obtain a*(yj .I - ~y~+?~) = yj for j == 0, I,..., 2s - I ; 
~*(yj --- yj, ,) = 0 for j =z 26, I = 0, l,..., s - 1; and ti*(yi - yj+J = yj+aS 
for j := 21 -t 1, I =: 0, I,..., s - 1. Therefore a*({~~~}) = DFT(2k-1) and 
a*({ Y21+1}) -= U(2{?, h) where hi = 2s + 2i + I (; = 0, I ,,.., s - 1). 
Repeated application of Lemma 17 yields: 
COROLLARY 12. For every k 2 3 there exists a substitution d such that 
CX*(DFT(~“)) = (U(2’c, hk), U(2ti-1, hk-J,..., U(Zs, ha), DFT(4)], and slrch that 
all the coordinates of the hk’s as well as y o , y1 , y2 , y3 (which appear in DFT(4)) 
are linearly independent. Therefore dim L,((h,} u {y. , y1 , yz , y3}) = 2”-l + 2. 
Remark 20. Let B = Q(w) u {y. ,..., y++,} ( = 2”). G = Q, since 
dimLo(r(DFT(4)) = 1 (I defined before Remark 2) we have pa(DFT(4)) > 1. 
In fact it is easy to construct an algorithm (over B) using only one m/d step. 
Therefore, p,(DFT(4)) = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let 3 = Q(w) u {yO ,..., y,-J (n = 2’(, wn = 1, k >, 3), 
G = Q, then pB(DFT(2”)) > 2k - 2k + I. 
Proof. By Corollary 12 there exists a substitution a such that ar*(DFT(21e)) = 
(Wb, bc),..., U(25, ha), DFT(4)). Let /3 be the substitution /3(ri) = 0 for i = 0, 
f, 2, 3; and P(&v~} = yB for e’ > 4. By Lemmas 4, 5 [and Lemma 8) we have 
PB(DFT(28)) 2 P&* DFT(2”)) = &{U(2*, h,) I 2 = 3,4,..., k} u DRT(4)) 
2 P@*U(2E, h,) j 1 = 3,..., K} u /3* DFT(4)) -I- 1 
= /A~({U(~~, hJ I I = 3,..., k)) + 1. 
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By Corollary 11 we can replace U(Z!++~, h,,,) (I = 0, l,..., k - 3) by 
P2” + 1; fi.1 > h,.,) u Cb2’ + 1; %,, 1 h,,) 
such that 
&?(fl,l I fz,2) = &(Wd(z’I (w93, (Wdizt)5,..., (~dul)mwl) 
where d(l) = 2k-r-3 and m(l) = 21+s; and al1 the coordinates of the hl,i’s are 
linearly independent. For every 0 < j < 2&-r we have j = 2%(2i + I>, and if 
m < k - 2 then choosing I= k - rn - 3 2 0, m = k - 1 - 3. Therefore 
~j = (e~~(l))~~+l for some i such that 22’ + 1 < m(l) - 1. Consequently, 
wj~Lo(fr,, , f&. Therefore Lo({fr,, , fz,s 1 1 = 0, l,..., k - 3)) =L,((wj 1 0 < 
j < 2kP1,j St 2”-2) and by Remark 19 dimlo(p((f,,, , fz,2 1 I= 0, l,..., k - 3))) = 
2”-l - 2. Since 
k-3 
c dim(@ + I) = (2k-” - 1) 
rl=O 
we obtain by 10 that 
u C(z2’ + I; f,,, , h,,, I 1 = 0, l,..., k - 3)) 
= 2(2”-l - 2) - 2(k - 2) = 2” - 2k. 
Therefore, pB(DFT(2”)) > 2” - 2k + 1. 
We now turn our attention to computing the DFT(n) where n has at least 
two distinct prime divisors. All the ideas of the analysis already appear in the 
case that n =p 4 where p, Q are two distinct prime numbers. The notation 
in the more general case are very cumbersome, and we will therefore limit 
ourseIves to this special case, 
Let w be the nth root of unity, the DFT(n) is Yi = Cyii w”jyj (i = 0, l,..., 
ta - 1), or more succinctly, Y = W,y where W, is a matrix whose (;,JJ entry 
is wiJ (0 < i,j < IZ - 1). It was pointed out in [9] and in [3] that if n = a . b 
where (II, b) = 1 then there exist permutation matrices fll, 17, such that 
W, = lIl(W, X Wb) 17, , i.e., that up to permutations of rows and columns 
W, is the tensor product of W, and W, . For the sake of completeness we will 
derive this result here. 
Let K, ((k, , a) = 1) and k, ((k, , b) = 1) be two integers. Ifj, (-(u - 1) < 
j, < a - 1) and j, (-(b - 1) <jz < b - 1) are such that kl * bj, + k2ajz = 0 
mod f~ (n = ab) then j, =j, = 0. (Since (k, 9 b, a) = 1 a dividesjr and therefore 
jl = 0, and similarly for jz). Therefore the mapping t: {O, I,..., a - 1} x 
(0. I,..., b - I} -+ (0, I,..., n - 1) defined by t(j, ,j,) = k,bj, + k,aj, mod n is 
one-one, and consequently onto. 
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Since (a, h) = 1 there exists integers Y, s such that ra -1 sb = 1 (Note 
that (s, a) -: 1 and (s+? b) = 1). Define the mapping t: (0, I,..., a -..- 1) x 
(0, 1 ,..., b ~ 1) + CO, l,..., n -- I> by t(ir , ZJ = shl, !m rai, mod 11, and the 
mapping 7: (0, l,..., a -- 1} .*. (0, l,..., b - I) 4 (0, I,..., n ~ l> by ~(,j, ,jJ -.-.: 
I~lr ~ qz mod n. These two mappings were chosen because of the following 
property. Let t(& , i2) = k and ~(j, , jJ ::: 1 then k . I mod n = (~b, + ra&) 
(Z,il I &, mod n --.. (sb) bi,j, -k (ra) a&j, mod n. But sb :- 1 - ~a and yn 2 
1 ~~ SD so we obtain k . E mod n -.-- b&j, -I- ai& mod n. 
Dcrlotc by J-p r , i?) that IT,, which satisfies t(ir , -) = k, and by l/(jl , jz) that 
!ri which sntisfics ~(j, , j,) : 1. Let Y( , ) denote the vectors of Ll(i, , i,)‘s 
arranged by lexicographicat order, and y( , ) the vector whose coordinates are 
the tr(jr , j.J’s arranged by lexicographical order. Since both t and 7 are one-one 
there exist permutation matrices 17, and 17, such that Y = IIrY( , ) and 
y  17,y( , ). (Recall that Y and y  are such that the DFT(n) is Y = W?‘,,y). 
T,ct 7ur ~~ ZL.~’ be the ath root of unity, and w2 = w hc the bth r-trot of unity. 
I f  Ir 1 t(ir , iz) and E 7 ~(j, ,jJ then ZU’~‘~ -- &iljl- ui?,tu _~ 7u>j, eL$$r. Thcrc- 
fore, I’(i, , &) = IT,, : - Cr=,’ W7~‘~l = zTLPi ztiJO ~2’1 w$‘zJ(j, ,j2). C’onse- 
quantly the DFT(n) can be written as Y( , ) 7: (JV,( :*: H/,) y( , ). 
In order to analyze DFT(p . q) we have to study zul, I: zut . To do that we 
will cast ScJIne of the discussion which appeared earlier in this section in some- 
what cliffercnt terms. 
For each prime numhcr p we define the p x p matrix -J,, by 
( 
p-1 -1 -1 --I 
g 1 







. . . . , . . . 
p-1 0 0 i i 
The matrix A, is non-singular, and in fact, 
I 1 
1 pp.1 -p-l 
-p-l 1 _ p-l 
-p-l p-1 
Direct calculations show that 
1 
- 
WJ, ~ i: 0 
0 ‘.. 0 
---- 
1 == v- 1, ) 
~ 
0 WV 
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where the (i,j)th entry of w3 is wii - I (i,j = 1, 2 ,..,, p - 1). The discussion 
(and notation) just prior to the statement of the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
shows that the coordinates of the vector wP . y  are the coefficients of the 
polynomial T(U) = C,“=-,” (w(i) - 1) u~)(C~~~y(i) u”) mod UP-~ - 1. Since the 
minimal polynomial for w is x:P--l ~8, a linear combination (over Q) Crzt ajzu(;) 
is in Q if and only if a11 the $ are equal. Therefore {w(i) - 1) are linearly 
independent and form a basis of Q(w). 
It was shown before that the DFT(p * q) can be written as (W, Y LVU) y( , ). 
Therefore, by renumbering the indices j of y3 , DFT(p . q) can be written as 
(W, x IV,) * y, Since W, = V&l, W, = V&,l, we obtain that W,O x H7Q = 
(V, x VJ(A;l x Ail). But S;’ x A;l is invertible, then by Corollary 4 
p@FT(p - 4)) = pB(Vzr x V,) y) where B = Q(w) u tyo r...,~nn-l}, w the 
(pq)th root of unity. By permuting rows and columns of V, x Vq by a permuta- 
tion matrix 17 we obtain 
qop --,---,---,--- 
o:w/ 0 j 
i 1 J---I--- 
--,---,---,--- 
0~ 0 Iq 
0 0 IO IF, 
We have thus shown: 
LEMMA 18. ,u~(DFT(P * q)) = &DFT(p), DFT(q), (W, x WO) y) where 
B = Q(w) u bo ,yl I...> ypf-,), G = Q. The rmaining part of the analysis of 
pB(DFT(pq)) follows the approach used in [lo]. 
Let M be an n x m matrix such that coordinates of My are the coefficients 
of (zr=il PI#)(C~~I~ y#) mod P(U), where P is a manic polynomial of degree m. 
Let N be an n x n matrix such that the coordinates of Ny are the coefficients 
of (z;:; n,vi)(x;:; &U’i) mod Q(V), where Q(w) is a manic polynomial of degree n. 
Let y( , ) be a vector with the rnn distinct indeterminatesy(i,j) (0 ~<i .< nz - 1, 
0 <j < n - 1) as coordinates, which are arranged in lexicographical order, 
Let y(& , ) be the vector whose coordinates are the y(& ,i)‘s. Using this ter- 
minology we can state: 
LEMMA 19. The coordinates of (M x IV) y( , ) me the coeficients of T(u, v) = 
(zyci zTzI1 m,n3ujd)(~~~~ x&ly(i,j) dd) mod(P(u), Q(V)). 
Proof. Let M, be the m x m matrix such that the coefficients of M,y are 
the coefficients of T,(u) = (XL;’ x~I.@)(~~~~~ yiui) mod P(U), where the xi’s (as 
we11 as the J+‘s) are distinct indeterminates. If  G is a field which includes the 
coefficients of P(U) then the entries of Mz are Iinear combinations of the xi’s 
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with coefficients in G. The (, j) entry of Mz is the coefficient of y5 in t,-the 
coefficient of ui in T,(V). Let the (ij) entry of M, be ryzilgP~e, then J4i.j =- 
Cysil gimi . Similarly, the (i,j) entry of N is CFzt gin, for some gi E G (assuming 
G includes the coefficients of Q as well). Viewing T(u,w) = (Cyzil nri(c~~~ W/V’)Ui) 
(C~=I’~~~~ y(i,j) d) d) mod(P(u), Q(r)) as a polynomial in u we see that 
ti(v)-the coefficient of u1 in T(u, 2~) can be written as CFIt Y;,~(w) * (C~I,‘JJ(~,~)U~) 
mod Q(V), where F~,~(v) =I cy:i ~,wz,(~~~~ nj ~1’) = ~~~~ gicm&?,’ nip’) = 
(M~.l;)(C~~~ n$). By definition of AT, the coefficient of aj in (CFIi E,.v’) 
CFii y(k, Y) YJ~) is Cylz N,r~j(k, 1). Therefore the coefficient of y(K, E) in the 
coefficient of &j of T(z, v), which is the same as the coefficient of y(k, I) in 
the coefficient of vj in ti(@) is Mi, . iT,TJ1 . This proves the Icmma. 
COROLLARY 13. If we denote the coordinates of y  by y(i, j) arranged in lexico- 
graphical order then tke coordinates of ( FVJ, >: TTq) y  are the coefficients of 
a-2 n-2 
T(u, w) = 1 C (w,(i) - l)(w,(j) - I) uid 
j:lJ i-0 
'9-l P-1 
“: c C y(i,j) dwj 
t 
mod(av-l - 1, uq-l ~ 1). 
jdJ i--” 1 
where w, is thepth root of unitSy, we is the yth root of unity. 
Remark 21. Let w be the (pq)th root of unit:. Since [Q(w) : Q] = 
[Q(w~w~) : Q] = (p - l)(q - l), we have that [Q(wr , w2) : Q(wJ] = Q -- I. 
Therefore xi:: IA% is irreducible (over Q(wr)) and {w,(j)) is a basis of Q(W) 
over Q(wJ. Therefore (w2(j) - 1) form a basis of Q(w) over Q(wr) and 
{(w,(i) - l)(w,(j) - I)} form a basis of Q(w) over Q and are consequently 
linearly independent (over Q). 
Remark 22. Let T(u, z) be as in C’orollary 13. For every divisor d of p --- I, 
and d’ of q - 1 define Td,rl,(~, 2)) 7 T(u, V) mod(@,(u), @,[,(v)). (The Q7’s are 
the cyclotomic polynomials.) Since u0-l - 1 = nId!l, -, Dd(u), a@l - 1 7: 
nId,~+r Od,(ef) we obtain by Remark 18 that L,(C,,(T)) : L,((C,,(T,+,,) 1 d 
divides p - 1, d’ divides 4 - 1)). Let R(u, V) =CyIi CyIi (wr(i) - I)(w,(j) - If&j 
and let R,,, ,(u, V) .J R(u, a) mod(@,(u), @J,~~(z)), then L,((C,,(R,,,,,) 1 d divides 
p - 1, d’ divides q - 11) = L,({(w,(i) - 1)(w2(j) - 1))) = Q(w). Since 
Dl(u) =u- l,@l(v) =v- 1, we have R,., -~~~~C~~,r(wi(+ l)(wa(j)- I)- 
P .f, and therefore, L(IP(C;~(&,~~)) I (4 d’) f  (1, I):!) --= p(Q)(w)) (where P 
is the vector space 
c;:; g:; y(i, j) 
homomorphism p: Q(W) - Q(w)/Q). Let S(u, ~1) -.: 
uW. We define S:,,,(u, V) = S((u, u) mod(@Ju), @&et)), Then 
For each d, d’ we choose indeterminates JJ>,~ r&j) (Oc;i:<ddeg@d- 1, 
0 <j < deg Dp,, ~ I), Tci,,I,(~, 2~) z K&u, V) . (Ci.jy,l,d,(irj) r&Y) mod(@,(zl), 
@d,(o)), where R,,,, is as in. Remark 22. 
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LEMMA 20. Let 3 = Q(w) u {y. ,..., ysn& (wpq = l), G = Q, then 
P~DFT(P~) = idDJ-‘(~)v DFT(d, iCG’;,d~) I (4 4 f  (1, 1))). 
Proof. Ay Lemma 18 and Corollary 13, pB(DFT(pq)) -= pB(DFT(p), 
DFTM, GA% 4)+ BY Remark 21, dDFT(ptd) = PBLB(DFT(P), DFT(p), 
{C,,(T,,,c(u, v)) 1 (d, d’) + (1, 1))). By Remark 21, all the coefficients of all 
the coefficients of the S,,,, (u, z)‘s are linearly independent over Q, so there 
exists an invertible linear transformation (over Q) taking then to the set 
(JJ~,~,(;,~)). By Corollary 4, we obtain that P~(DFT($ . q)) z &DFT(p), 
DFT(d, -:C,,%,) I (4 d’) i (1, 1))). 
To continue the analysis wc have to study the multiplicative complexity of 
Cf,(Td,d). 
LEMMA 21. Let G and H be as ia the statem& of the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, and let G be of characteristic 0, Let P E G[u] and Q E G[v] be irreducible 
manic polynomials. Let P(a) = 0 f or a in some extension of G, and let Q = &=, Qi 
over G(a). Let Qi(bJ = 0 for bi in some extensiora of G, and let ci be such that 
G(a,bJ = G(q). Let Pi E G[u] be a manic irredztcibZepoZynomiaE such that P,(c,) = 0 
(i = 1, 2,..., k). Then there exists a homomorphism m: H[u, zl]/,<P(u), Q(v) + 
XF=, H[u]/(P,(u)>, such that ;f  we denote the components of m by m7 , m, ,,,., mb 
then for every polynomiuE p(u, w) E H[u, u]j(P(u), Q(w)> L,(C,,(p(u, v)) = 
Ld~Gf(mi(P)) (i = 1, Z..., 0). 
PYOU~. Let H’ be the ring of polynomials in H[u] whose degree is smaller 
than deg(P(u)), urith addition and multiplication module P(U). Then 
H[u, v]/{P(u), Q(u)’ can be identified with H’[v]/(Q(a)>. The ring H’ incIudes 
the field G’ of all polynomials whose coefficients are in G. G’ is isomorphic 
to G(a) (in fact, G’ can be viewed as a particular representation of G(a) taking 
(1, a, ,-., CT-~) as a basis (n = deg(P)). R e p1 acing G in the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem by G’, and viewing Q(,u) as being in G’[uj, we have Q = & Qj , 
where the Qi E G’[v] are manic irreducible polynomials. By the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem there exists a mapping nz: H’[a]/(Q\ + xi=, [H’v]/(Qi) 
such that for everyp E H’[z)]/(Q>, L,,(C,,(p)) = L,((Cff(md(p))}). The elements 
of H’[u]/(Q~) can be viewed as the algebra of a polynomial in H[u, V] such that 
the degree of u is smaller than deg(P), and the degree of w is smaller than degree 
of Qi , and where multiplication is defined by first multiplying modulo Qi and 
then reducing mod& P. That is, (r&j} is a basis of this algebra, and 
(&j) . (&)“) = (,i,k . @+l mod Q4) mod P). Since {l, a,..., an-l1 is a basis of 
G(a) (over G) and <l 6 h 2 ,..., brn-l} is a basis of G(a, b) over G(a) (we denote 
the root of QI’by b, i;d’the degree of Qi by m), then (aibj} is a basis of G(a, 6) 
over G. Moreover, if in G(a, b)(a’bj (aW : zi,jg,,j&j for g,,j E G then in 
H’[v]j(Q2i>(ui@‘) (u”v”) = &g,.juivj. 
Since G(a, 6) is a finite extension of G, there exists c such that G(a, b) = G(c). 
Let Pi be the minimal poIynomia1 for c (over G), and let r be the degree of P, _ 
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The set {I, c, cz ,..., P*} forms a basis of G(a, b) and ai& = riz0 &(i,j) P, such 
that the matrix with entries in G whose kth column are the h,(k, j) is invertible. 
Let u’ be an indeterminate and let ryi be the mapping IY~(uV) = Ci-,, hJi,j)(+. 
We can lift LYE to a homomorphism 0~~: H’[v]/(Q~> -+ H[u’]/(P,(u’)>. For every 
polynomial p(u, 7~) E H’[zI]/(Q~> L,(C,,(p)) = L,(C,,(&?))) since the matrix 
defining the transformation is invertible. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
for every element p E H[u, v]/(P, Q > we have JQWP)) = MCChO))l) = 
LG(CC,~(~i(~d(p))))). Finally, replace IC’ by u and we have proved the lemma. 
Remark 23. By the definition of the Pi’s it is clear that C deg Pi = 
(deg J’Xdeg PI. 
For every two integers a and b we denote by @(a, 6) the number of factors 
of the polynomial @$,(l~) in the field Q(w,), where w, is the ath root of unity. 
For every two numbers m, p1 we define k(m, n) = &,la Calm @(d, 8). Using 
this terminology we obtain: 
THEOREM 5. y,(DFT(p 1 q)) > 2pq - p - q - k(p - 1, q - 1) - 3, where 
G zz= Q, B = Q(w) u (y. ,...I y&, (tvg = 1). 
Proof. Let v be the pth root of unity (p prime), and let W be the p x p 
matrix whose (i, j) entry is vii (0 < i, j < p - 1). Let p( IV) be the p x p matrix 
whose (&j) entry is p(@). The rows of p(W) are in (Q(v)/Q)‘. The first row 
of FV is in Qp, and the sum of all the rows of W is in QP, thus at most p - 2 
rows of p( W) are linearly independent, But {p(v), p(~“),..., p(v”“)} span Q(‘LI),/Q, 
so exactly p - 2 rows of p(W) are linearly independent. By Remark 4, 
dimL,(r(DFT(p))) =p-2. Th e same argument shows that dimLo(r(DFT(p)), 
r(DFT(q))) = p + q - 4. By Lemma 8 there exists a substitution 01 whose 
homogeneous part annihilates the indeterminates of DFT(p) and DFT(q) 
leaving the rest fixed. By Lemma 5 (and Lemma 19) y,(DFT(pq)) = 
PBWTP), DF’W, GG,a-, 1 (4 4 f (1, 1)H 2 PBL~(GKL) I (4 4 + 
(1, 1))) + P + 4 - 4. 
Let m be as in Lemma 20. We denote by m(Z&,) the @(d, d’) polynomials 
{mi(TA,,f)). We will denote by tpf(@Ju), Ddt(v)) the @(d, d’) polynomial denoted 
by Pi in Lemma 20. By Remark 23, xi deg Pi = (deg @J(deg Qd*) = 
@(d) @(d’), (where Q(n) is the Euler @ function). Denote this set of (Pi} by 
s(d, d’). Using Lemma 20 we obtain: 
PB(-vff(~~,d~) I (4 d’) i (1, 1))) = Pi3(~CdwkJ’)) I (d 0 i (1, 1)l). 
By:the definition of R( p - 1, q - I) we obtain that the number of polynomials 
in C)(d,d,)+;(I,l) S(d, d’) = k(p - 1, q - I) - 3, and that 
c C d&‘) = C @W@V’) 
(d.d'l*u,l) PESk2.d') td.d'MlJ) 
=(p-l)(q-1)-l =pq-9-q, 
W/32/=3 
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Let R and R,,,? be as in Remark 22, then by Lemma 20 L,(Cff(Rd,,,)) = 
~O(Cff~~Nd))~ and by the Chinese Remainder Theorem we obtain (for wr the 
pth root of unity and wa the qth root of unity) thatLo(((wr(i) - l)(r+.(j) - 1))) = 
&AC~AR)) = ~oW&L~~) = LCW4%d)l). BY Remark 21 we obtain 
~d$+fWL4)1) = Q( W, , wa) and therefore dim Lo({C,,(m(&,~)))) = 
Wl > W2) = (P - l)(P - 1). But if we choose d = d’ = 1 we have R,,, = 
Z~l”,E~I~ (~(4 - WAj) - 1) = pa E Q, so dimL,(p(Cj,(m(R;,,~)) I (4 4 # 
(1, 1))) = dim(Q(w,, wJ)Q)=($-l)(q-l)-l=$q-$-q.ByCorol- 
1=-y 10 we obtain ~~({Cdm(Ti,~,)) I (4 d’) + (1, 1))) = 2(ps - # - q) - 
(A($ - 1, q - 1) - 1) = 2pq - 2p - 2q + 1 - k(p - 1, q - 1), and there- 
fore pB(DFT(pq)) = 2pq - 2p - 2q + 1 - k(p - 1, q - 1) + p + q - 4 = 
2pq - p - q - k(p - 1, q - 1) - 3. 
Remark 24. If we can prove the conjecture following Corollary 10, then 
we would have replace the p + q - 4 in the proof by 29 - $(p - 1) - 3 + 
2q - +(q - 1) - 3 (where +( n is as in Theorem 2), and then shown that ) 
dDFT(Pq)) = 2Pq ~ MP - 1, q - 1) + NJ - 1) -I- #k - 1) + 5). 
In the rest of the section we will give a semi-closed-form of @(a, b) and k(a, 6). 
LEMMA 22. If (a,b) = d then @(u,b) = @(a) *@(b)/@(c), where CD is the 
Euler function, und c = l.c. m(a, b) = abid. 
Proof. Since (a, b) = d there exist integers r and s such that ra + sb = d. 
Let w, be the ath root of unity, w2 the bth root of unity, w, the cth root of unity 
and w, the (ab)th root of unity. ClearIy, wqd = w3, wdQ = wild = w2, and 
Wb- 
@iY 
W3 bld = wr , These relations show that ZG 
’ 
w, E Q(w3 and therefore 
w2) E Q(w3). Since w, = wOqd = WY . wi” = ;w4y . (w4b)3 = w3y . W14E 
w, , we) we have Q(w3 = Q(w, , wz)). The minimal polynomial (over Q) of 
the nth root of unity t is of degree @(rz) and has all the primitive lzth root of 
unity as its roots, and for any w, v primitive nth roots of unity Q(w) = Q(u). 
Let v be any primitive bth root of unity, then Q(w-J - Q(w~ , w2) = Q(wJ(wJ = 
QMw1 = Qh > 4 = Q(wJ4 and the degree of any primitive bth root of 
unity over Q(wr is [Q(wJ : Q(wr)] = @(c)/@(a). Let P be any irreducible 
factor of the cyclotomic polynomial 4pI, over Q(wr , then the roots of P are the 
primitive bth roots of unity, and therefore deg(P) = @(c)/@(u), So all the 
irreducible factors of Qb over Q(w,) have the same degree. Therefore @(b) = 
C deg(P) = @(a, 6) deg(P) = @(a, 6) * @(c)/@(u), where the summation is over 
all the @(a, 6) irreducible factors of aa over Q(wr), This proves the lemma, 
COROLLARY 14. Let a = a, . a2 , b = b, * 6, such that (a, , az) = (a, , 6,) = 
(4 , b,) = (a, , b,) = 1. Then @(a, b) = @(a, , 6,) @(a,, b2). 
Proof. Let c, = l.c.m.(u, , b,), ca = l.c.m.(a, , b2), and c = l.c.m.(a, b). By 
assumption we have c = c, . cz , (cr , c2) = 1. By properties of EuIer @ function 
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THEO~~E~I 6. @(d, 6) --= @(gcd(a, 6)). 
Proof, By CoroHary 15, the statement holds if a = pF, b = p8. Let 
a=p’a,$ b--p%,, where (p, a,) =: (p, b,) = I. By Corollary 14, @(a, b) = 
QYP’, P”) @(a* 3 6,) = 6(gcd(pr, pa)) @(aI , bl>. The theorem follows by induc- 
tion on the number of prime divisors of I.c.m.(a, b). 
We now turn our attention to k(a, b). 
LEMMA 22. Let p be a prim number, then k( pr+ p’) = (pv+l+ p’- 2)((p - 1). 
P~oqf. By induction on Y. For r -I 0, k( 1, 1) = 1. Assume the lemma true 
for Y - I, then by definition 
z (p - I) y-1 + y-1 + p-1 + &J-l, p*“) 
= p’ -j- p-f + (p’ + p-1 - 2),‘(p - 1) = (p’+l + pr - 2)/f@ - I)- 
h%uwA 23, Let p be a pime and s > r ;? 0, Shea k(p”, 9’) = k(pr, p”) = 
((s - Y + 1) p-1 - (s - Y - 1) pp - 2)j( p - 1). 
Proof- It is clear that kfp”, p’> = k(p’, P”} because @(*, -) is symmetric in 
its two variables. 
= R(p’,p’) + c c @o(p) = (f+ + P’ - 2)l(p - 1) + (f - r)F 
i-7+1 j=o 
-: ((s - r + 1)ppt - (s - r - I)$’ - 2)l(p - I). 
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Proof. Every d which divides a can be written uniquely as d = dl * d, where 
4 I a, , d, 1 a2 . Similarly every d’ which divides 6 can be written uniquely as 
d; d; . So 
&, 6) = c c W, d’) = c c c c @(d, ’ dp , d; . d;). 
d’lb d[b d’lb d’lb (1 [a d la 22112211 
By Corollary 14 we obtain 
k(U, b) = fi ((n - s, + 1) pf’” - (rs - Si -) PYf’ - 2)/( pi - l)+ 
i=l 
Pmof. Theorem 7 is but repeated applications of Lemmas 23 and 24. 
The proof of Theorem 5 can be used to obtain a lower bound of the DFT(n) 
for any pt which has more than one prime divisor. The only difference is that 
the counterpart of the function k is much more complicated. Remark 24 can 
be extended to any square free number n, that is, if the Conjecture is true 
then the lower bound we will obtain using the Conjecture istead of the Theorem 1 
is actually achievable. 
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